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CORRESPONDENCE
The Cresset welcomes letters to the
Editor. Restrictions on space require
that letters be as concise as possible,
and they are subject to editing for brevity. Letters intended for publicatt"on
should include the name and address
of the sender.

To the Editor of The Cressef:

I heartily agree with you (In Luce
Tua, September, 1984) that patriotism has a rightful place in the Olympics and that it is only natural for
citizens to cheer their champions. I
too found myself rooting mostly for
the U.S. athletes at the summer
games. However, the recent surge in
patriotism of which the Olympic
demonstrations are a part is disturbing for two reasons:
( l) Its origin. The flag waving at the
triumph of the U.S. hockey team in
1980 was a fairly spontaneous event.
However, overnight, it was transformed into a national political, social, and perhaps even religious
image. That image has been so ram-

med into our consciousness by repeated presentation that we have to
ask who or what is engendering the
most recent surge in patriotic feeling. At the Los Angeles games, after
nearly every triumph by a U .S. athlete, the TV cameras focused on a
fan waving the U.S. flag. Since there
were so many triumphs by U.S. athletes, the image of the flag was beamed into millions of TV sets every few
minutes.
What are the recipients of that
image to conclude? That there is a
new American patriotism, or that the
flag as image is to be paid attention
to? What the image of the flag evokes
is quite complex and varied, dependNovember, 1984

ing on who receives it. A Nicaraguan
may connect the U.S. flag not only
with liberty and justice for all, but
also with an increase in U.S. military
activity against Nicaragua. Since it
is so important to the media to show
this image worldwide (and also important to both U.S. political parties,
as witnessed at their conventions),
it must mean something. What does
it mean? Why is it being promoted
now?
(2) Its use. It is not coincidental that
ABC proudly displayed the fanfare
for its new series Call to Glory alongside the Olympic fanfare, which in
this case was coupled with much U.S.
flag-waving. Both fanfares evoke
strong feelings. Both promote an image of America as strong, tough, and
capable of winning its battles. That
is a very dangerous image. Is it or is
it not coincidental that the first episode of the series, the episode highlighted over and over during the
Olympics, was of the Cuban missile
crisis?
The common image of the Cuban
missile crisis is that we got tough with
the Soviet Union and they backed
down. Not only does that not fit the
complex reality that was 1962, it is
exceedingly dangerous to promote
and believe that image today. And
yet, from the President on down, that
is exactly the image being promoted:
If we just get tough enough with the
Soviets (on the arms race, in El Salvador, in Nicaragua), they will back
down, and we will win. That is the
worst kind of patriotism.
It may indeed be more patriotic
for a U.S. citizen to challenge our
growing military arsenal and our
foreign policy than to support it.
Flag-waving is a fine thing, but it is
no substitute for truly patriotic action . When it is manipulated as a

political image to promote war, it is
deadly. Not the least of its victims
is patriotism itself, which has been
perverted into mere symbolic support for the country's military and
foreign policy interests, as imaged
by government and media leaders.
A real patriotism must be judged
by the values of the country it seeks
to preserve and promote. Has the
new patriotic surge caused increased
efforts towards justice, freedom, and
equality, or only military strength
and toughness? It is easy to wave a
flag. It is hard to be a patriot.
Patrick W. F. Hansel
St. Paul, Minnesota

James Nuechterlein responds:

I'm not sure if Mr. Hansel means
to criticize my editorial for its susceptibility to use in bad causes, or if
he is simply issuing a general warning about the dangers of uncritical
patriotism. Since I made no political
comments in what f wrote-and implied none-! will assume that the
latter is the case. (Though if he meant
the former, he is not alone; one colleague accused me of writing a subliminal appeal whose real-and insidiously intended-message was
"Vote for Reagan." It is a hard thing
to be misunderstood.)
Be that as it may, I would readily
agree with Mr. Hansel that patriotism can be the last refuge of scoundrels and militarists. I would not
necessarily agree, though, with all
the political specifics of his case. I
would assume that there are genuine
patriots on both sides of our continuing hawk/dove dispute concerning
American foreign policy. If hawks
too easily reach for the flag, doves
too readily drape themselves in
righteousness. I don't think it's hard
to be a patriot, but it is hard to know
what patriotism requires in any given
circumstance. Maybe any form of
patriotism is enriched by substantial
doses of modesty.

••
••
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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor

The production schedule of The Cresset is such that
most of our subscribers will read these lines with the
election behind them, while they are being written (in
mid-late October) with the outcome still to be anticipated. For obvious reasons, then, our analysis of the
election's meaning must wait until the next issue. In
this election month, however, it does seem appropriate
to offer at least some preliminary random observations
on the course of the campaign to date.

familiarity with public affairs must be aware of the implications of the choice they face. The campaign may
not offer that continuing national civics lesson the
critics appear to want (could the rest of us stand the
tedium?), but neither does it leave the electorate uninformed as to the issues that confront it. Voters have the
opportunity to be as knowledgeable as they choose to
be; whatever ignorance they hold to is hard-earned.
(We will not rehearse the fundamental divisions here.
We assume that Cresset readers are not among those
caught up in the bonds of invincible ignorance.)

I

II

We might begin with the issues. Most political commentators feel a quadrennial obligation to bemoan the
failure of the presidential campaign to educate the
voters as to the true issues involved. Critics attribute
this presumed failure to various causes- the instinct
of candidates to evade and dissemble, the tendency of
the media to trivialize whatever they touch, the preference of campaign organizers for the meretricious and
inauthentic-but they conclude that, whatever the
sources of the difficulty, the result adds up to a disservice to the electorate and a debasement of the democratic process. The able (if excessively solemn) political
columnist David Broder put the case in quintessential
terms when he wrote of the current race that "those of
us who thought this might be an election on the issues
are apparently doomed to disappointment."
With all due respect to Mr. Broder, this is pious
blather. It's true, of course, that our campaigns contain
as much showmanship as statesmanship, but that has
always been the case in America (at least since the age
of Jackson) and it makes as much sense to inveigh
against that as to inveigh against the place of junk food
in the national diet. Everyone politely agrees and no
one seriously cares or expects that things will change.
Besides which-and more to the point-it does not follow to suppose that campaign hype makes it impossible
for the public to see and understand the issues that distinguish the candidates.
Only the perceptually handicapped could fail to
discern the differences between Mr. Reagan and Mr.
Mondale. The policy disagreements between them are
so great and so obvious that citizens of the most modest

Yet if the general lines in the campaign are entirely
clear, there is one issue about which voters might legitimately have become thoroughly confused. Religion
has taken on a significance this year unequaled since
1960, and its place in this election has been far more
uncertain than it was a quarter-century ago. In 1984 the
issue has not been Catholic vs. Protestant; it has been
rather what role religion ought to play in our national
life at all. And the problem is that nobody knows.
Virtually everyone agrees on the formula of the separation of church and state, but on the precise meaning
of that formula or, even more, on the proper nature of
the relationship between religion and society, confusion
reigns. Militant secularists argue that any expression
of religious conviction in the public sphere violates the
church/state boundary, but for most of us that position
is no more satisfactory than that of those who speak in
grandiose terms of creating-or recreating-a "Christian America." Most of us understand that in a society
where the majority of people affirm religious faith, the
necessary moral foundations of politics will perforce
have religious grounding. At the same time, we understand that a pluralistic society like America cannot endure political conflict conducted as wars of religion.
We do not, in other words, want either to pretend that
we are an irreligious people (even in the public sphere)
or to tear our society apart along religious lines.
There is no easy solution to the dilemma suggested
by these lines of tension. We need, of course, mutual
civility and tolerance. But such expressions of restraint,
however necessary, will not by themselves get us very
far, especially when they are offset, as they always will

On the Campaign Trail
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be, by contrary emphases on the need to proclaim hard
truths or to make prophetic proclamations. Liberal
churchmen are quick to sound alarms over the politicoreligious pretensions of moral majoritarians on such
issues as school prayer or abortion, but they are not
about to relinquish their claims to religiously-based
moral supremacy for their preferred positions on welfare policy or nuclear arms. How can our society manage to find a legitimate place for religion in the public
sphere that will not leave it subject to capture for narrowly ideological or partisan purposes?
We would offer two modest proposals. First, all of us
should be willing to honor the claims of our opponents
to moral decency. Most of us desire the social good:
peace, justice, prosperity. Where we disagree, often
intensely, is on the best means to those ends. We may
all feel certain that our own programs will best lead to
social betterment, but we ought to be willing to grant
that our political opponents, however wrong-headed
we may see them to be, also have the public good at
heart.
We should also recognize the limits in politics of
moral/religious sentiment. The intensity with which
we believe our policies to be morally correct is no gauge
of their social utility. We need to measure our political
beliefs not by the purity of the intensions behind them
but by the likelihood of their successful implementation. It is not enough to desire good things. We must
know how the good can be achieved (which means knowing, among other things, that not all good things are
subject to immediate attainment).
It is reason and prudence that must guide us, not
simply our moral urgings. And in the great majority of
cases, the specific content of our religious beliefs will
offer no useful guide to wise public policy. Christians
(or religious people in general) are neither more nor
less likely than secularists to understand how best to
achieve the public good. Those of us who finally locate
our political motivations in religious faith should be
extremely hesitant to claim religious sanction for the
precise content of the political beliefs we hold. Christians in politics need to be acutely sensitive to the temptations of political idolatry.
These modest proposals apply equally to partisans of
Left and Right, though neither side currently seems
much inclined to adopt them. We would hope that Lutherans, whatever their political inclinations, might be
particularly open to them, but it appears that general
knowledge of the Two Kingdoms doctrine does not in
itself guarantee its even-handed application. (Note the
recent proliferation of political pronouncements claiming religious sanction from Lutheran church leaders
and assemblies.) But however bleak the prospects of
getting the message heard, efforts to do so must conNovember, 1984

tinue. For if we do not learn how to tame and harness
the religious impulse in politics, it could very well wind
up tearing our society apart.

III
In historical terms, the 1984 campaign may be remembered best for the selection of a woman to a place
on the national ticket of a major party. Geraldine Ferraro was not a distinguished choice in terms of background and experience. (Those who argue that Barry
Goldwater's selection of William Miller in 1964 or
Richard Nixon's pick of Spiro Agnew in 1968 were no
better might want to think twice about the implications
of their argument.) It is furthermore difficult to be certain at this point (prior to the election, remember)
whether she has added significant electoral strength
to the ticket. The evidence on that point is mixed.
But Congresswoman Ferraro has turned out to be a
highly effective campaigner. She has withstood scrutiny
far in excess of that visited on most vice-presidential
candidates, and has conducted herself with vigor and
intelligence. She ran into trouble (partly of her own
making) concerning her husband's financial affairs, but
she emerged from it without serious damage and with
most people's respect for her courage and frankness.
In her debate with George Bush, she held her own respectably, although she may have kept herself too much
in check. (Vice President Bush, incidentally, was perhaps the greatest surprise in the presidential and vicepresidential debates. He was articulate and dynamic,
and made the Administration's case very well- better,
indeed, than the President himself did. More on the
presidential debates below.)
Ms. Ferraro's impressive performance will take on
added significance with time. One might dismiss the
original doubts concerning her capacity for leadership
and clear thinking as evidence only of the persistence
of pernicious stereotypes, but those doubts did exist,
and it was important that Ms. Ferraro conduct herself
as resolutely and equably as she did. Because she acted
as well as she did, the next woman on a national ticket
will carry less extraneous baggage than she otherwise
would have. (She will not, most likely, receive editorial
attention of this sort.) John Kennedy used to speak of
"grace under pressure," and that, we think, is what Geraldine Ferraro has displayed during this campaign.
IV
We have just watched the second of the presidential
debates, so these reactions come to you untainted by
opinion poll results or the second guesses of columnists
and editorialists. Unlike the first debate (which Mr.
5
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Mondale won easily) this one appeared to have no clear
winner. Mr. Mondale may have earned more pure debater's points, but Mr. Reagan scored on style and humor (although he began and ended weakly). The general consensus entering the debate was that Mr. Mondale, being substantially behind in the polls, needed a
decisive victory to give him a psychological advantage
heading into the last two weeks of the campaign, so it
may be that Mr. Reagan won by not losing.
Whatever the case with respect to these particular debates, it now appears that such exchanges have become
a permanent part of the presidential campaign scene.
About that, we have mixed feelings. Debates are useful
in that they give voters a chance to compare the candidates in direct confrontation. They show us how the
contenders handle certain kinds of pressure, how effective they are in marshaling evidence and logic, how persuasive they can be in projecting their sense of where
the country is now and where it ought to be going. For
these reasons, the debates have taken on very major
importance.
And that is precisely the problem. The skills that
make for a good debater are not necessarily those that
make for a successful President. Powers of verbal persuasion are useful in a Chief Executive, but they are
hardly the first criterion for measuring effective leadership. One wonders, for example, how effective George
Washington would have been in a debate situation. Or
if brilliance in debate had been the deciding factor,
Stephen Douglas might well have led the Union
through the Civil War. To take a more modern instance, Dwight Eisenhower had a weakness for tortured
syntax and verbal vagueness that would likely have
made him a poor debater, but, as most historians would
now concede, he was a leader who combined force with
prudence in unusually successful measure. To bring
the matter up to date, are we to conclude that Ms. Ferraro and Mr. Bush, both of whom debated more ably
than the men ahead of them on the ballot, should on
that account rightfully have been at the top of their
respective tickets? Not necessarily.
Debates often focus on marginal or extraneous factors. We notice more than we should Jimmy Carter's
stony demeanor, Walter Mondale's uncomfortable
smile, John Kennedy's Boston accent, even-who can
forget it?-Richard Nixon's need for a shave. Ronald
Reagan gets more credit for a snappy (and prerehearsed) one-liner than his opponent does for a wellcrafted argument.
Yet the debates have now become an inescapable part
of presidential campaigns, and that is, on balance, a
development for the better. Effective communication
is, after all, a significant part of a President's job, and
debates measure at least certain aspects of that skill.
6

And, as we already noted, there is no other method by
which we can get a direct comparison between the two
people who propose to lead us. The danger that we may
make too much of the debates is no reason for not having them at all.
And it seems that the public may have a better perspective on the debates than might at first appear. Polls
on the subject indicate that most viewers do not depend
on the debates to make up their mind as to how to vote;
indeed, most of them select the winner of the debate
according to their prior voting preferences. Only the
truly undecided are likely to be swayed by the outcome
of a debate, and that, we think, is how it should be.

v
One last personal perspective on the election. At the
end of any campaign, the most commonly heard sentiment is how glad everyone is that the whole thing is
finally over. A private confession: we can't wait until
the next one starts. Only fellow political junkies can
be expected to understand such perversity of character.

••
••

Advice and (Maybe) C onsent
Readers will notice that our masthead for this issue includes a new item-a list of members of the Cresset Advisory Board. The establishment of the Board is in one
sense simply a question of internal housekeeping, and
we do not ordinarily burden our readers with such matters. In this case, however, an exception needs to be
made so that readers will not harbor any misapprehensions.
The function of the Board is to be precisely what its
title suggests: it is to offer advice to the Editor on any
matter that involves the welfare of The Cresset. This
gives the members (who are appointed by the Publisher
on the advice of the Editor) a wide field of interest and
attention. But they do not labor under a comparable
burden of responsibility. They should not be held accountable, either individually or collectively, for the
contents of the journal. Full editorial responsibility for
The Cresset remains with the Editor, who will solicit
the Board members' wisdom and counsel, but who will
not expect them to relieve him of the tasks-or the
answerability-that are properly his own.

••
••
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Mark R. Schwehn

A POEM FOR ALL SEASONS
Reconsidering Frost's The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood ,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth ;

5

Then took the other, as just as fair ,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

10

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

15

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence :
Two roads diverged in a wood , and I I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

II
20

Familiarity breeds contempt and , at least in the case
of Robert Frost's "The Road Not Taken," complete misunderstanding. This lyric is arguably the most widely
quoted American poem. Greeting cards feature its last
two lines to register a sentimental preference for the
pleasures of nonconformity. Hallmark and presumably
Frost want us to dare to be different. Scores of books and
articles invoke the poem to persuade us that all of our
choices are really momentous. A decision to take His-

Mark R. Schwehn is AssocWte Professor of Humanitt"es in
Christ College at Valparaiso University and a regular contributor to The Cresset. His two-part essay, "The Communion of Saints," appeared last April and May .
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tory 12 instead of History 10 might well make "all the
difference." All of this moralizing is terribly misplaced,
but it is nevertheless more warranted by the poem than
the interpretation mysteriously favored by many high
school students. Every year these students insist that
"The Road Not Taken" is really about Frost's decision
to become a poet. This misreading of the poem is more
difficult to explain than the poem itself.
These misreadings would not be worth recounting,
much less studying, if they were not systemic. Yet all of
them stem from the way lyric poetry is often taught, and
they therefore implicate a number of humanities teachers in what is widely lamented as the decline of humanistic study. To tack back and forth between this particular poem and an account of the most prevalent misinterpretations of it is at least to suggest that the aversion
to the study of the humanities is frequently well founded.
At the hands of many of its most well-meaning practitioners, humanistic inquiry has become a trivial pursuit.

The most incredible reading of "The Road Not
Taken" consists of the absurd suggestion that the poem
describes Frost's decision to become a poet. This much
is certain: no eighteen-year-old has ever developed this
misreading independently. The poem mentions neither
Frost nor poetry. Anthologies do, of course, list Frost as
the poem's author. Teachers, however, promote the
common and perhaps forgivable error of supposing that
simply because the poem is written in the first person it
must be autobiographical. Teachers learn this fallacy
from their teachers, of course, from the sorts of people
who annotate the poems that appear in anthologies.
Examples of misleading annotations are not far to
seek. Indeed, "The Road Not Taken" receives more
editorial comment than any other of the Frost poems
included in the 1973 Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry.
The editors, Richard Ellmann and Robert O'Clair, inform us that Lawrance Thompson, Frost's biographer,
thought that the poem "was a slightly mocking parody
7

of the behavior of Frost's friend, Edward Thomas ... ."
Sensing perhaps that their commentary on the poem is
already verging upon mere gossip, the editors proceed
to quote another author who in turn quotes one of Frost's
letters in which the poet describes an uncanny experience that involves two paths but that in no other way
resembles the experiences described in the poem.
If footnotes such as these led only to mystification,
they would not be so dangerous. They lead instead to
the reinforcement of a misconceived view of poetry that
is seldom articulated but commonly held. According to
this view, lyric poems are cryptograms, poets and poetry teachers are cryptographers, and students are baffled
spectators. Students, after all, do not ordinarily make
fine distinctions between the occasions and motives that
give rise to the writing of a poem and the intentions that
inform the poem itself. They therefore conclude that
"The Road Not Taken" really is either just a parody of
Edward Thomas's behavior or just a cryptic description
of some experience in Frost's life. Under these circumstances, students are quite reasonable in refusing to
study poems. Why should they struggle with "Stopping
by Woods on a Snowy Evening," only to learn later that
the poem is a cryptogram for, say, Frost's uncle's decision to continue delivering telegrams through the winter of 1910?

According to the "greeting-card" view
of poetry, a part of a poem can and
should be taken for the whole of it.
The meaning of any poem is to be
sought in the poem's most memorable
lines, which provide inspiring moral
sentiments to guide us on life's way.
This view of poetry as cryptography generates a kind
of insidious, self-fulfilling plausibility. It deflects attention away from poems to some source or other outside
of them (symbol systems, biographical information,
academic gossip) that is allegedly required for the purposes of decoding their secret messages. In the case of
"The Road Not Taken," students are thereby prevented
from discovering what the briefest glance at the poem
itself would reveal. The poem cannot be about a particular decision or experience, because the poem is not
finally about choices at all.
Instead, the poem is about narratives of identity. It
therefore features not one but two very different accounts of the "same" experience (lines 1-15 and lines 1820). Though the two narratives begin in very much the
same way (lines 1 and 18), the similarity between them
8

ends there. The first story is much longer and more
tentative than the second one. The first one stresses
deliberation, the second one action. The first one seems
to focus upon the road that is retained (line 13), the second one upon the road that is taken (line 19).
To notice and then to think about these and other
discrepancies between the two narratives is to enter into
the world of the poem. It is also to raise further questions. Why should the telling of one story lead the
speaker to imagine that he or she will be telling the
"same" story "ages and ages hence"? In the first story,
the two roads are worn "really about the same." In the
second st'ory, one seems clearly "less traveled" than the
other. How can this be? Why are the two temporal cycles
that the poem mentions out of phase with one another?
The first story takes place, not during a winter's night
or a spring dawn or a summer's noon, but during an
autumn morning. Why this tension?
III

Questions such as these do not arise for those who subscribe to the "greeting card" view of poetry. According
to this view, a part of a poem can and should be taken
for the whole of it. The meaning of any poem is to be
sought in the poem's most memorable lines. Such meanings are invariably univocal, and they consist of inspiring moral sentiments that can give us guidance along
life's way. Whereas, according to the cryptographic
view of poetry, poets are deliberately obscure, they are,
according to the "greeting card" view, perversely
verbose. For the cryptographers, poems must be deciphered; for the Hallmarkers, they must be extracted
from a mass of irrelevant verbiage.
The "greeting card" interpretation of "The Road Not
Taken" is as well known as it is widely taught. The entire poem consists of the last three lines, the second narrative. This little story tells us about a traveler who
once chose to take a less traveled road . And what does
this mean? It means that unpopular choices matter a
great deal. We should, like the speaker, muster the
courage to make them.
To consider the first story along with the second one
is to raise issues that are immediately embarrassing for
the "greeting card" reading. An interpretation of the
whole poem casts doubt upon the speaker's honesty instead of displaying the speaker as an emblem of fortitude. The character in the first story seems filled with
self doubts that inspire second-guessings. Before he
studies the two roads, he regrets· that he cannot travel
both of them. He then decides that one of the two has a
"better claim" upon him (perhaps), because it "wanted
wear." Yet the bulk of his deliberations leads him to
conclude that the two roads are "equally" worn, both in
The Cresset

the long run and in the short run (that morning). After
an emphatic resolve to keep the first one, the speaker
doubts that he will ever have the opportunity to take it.
This is not a profile in courage.
The equivocations in the first story lead the speaker
to do something strange. They prompt him to retell the
story. More exactly, they lead him first to the conviction
that he will be retelling the story and then to the speculation that his retelling will differ from his first telling
in certain determinate ways. Among other things, the
retold story will be told with a sigh, it will omit temporal references (no "yellow" wood), its speaker will
make a swift decision in favor of one path on the apparently certain ground that it is less traveled than the
other one, and its speaker will finally attribute momentous significance to his choice. The speaker of the whole
poem grows to realize that he will become a kind of
revisionist autobiographer.
What leads the speaker to this realization? At the end
of the first story, he experiences something like the first ,
momentary stirrings of middle age. Or, to stay strictly
within the temporal terms set by the poem, he feels the
tension between his "morning" consciousness and his
autumn consciousness. When the speaker finally decides
what to do at the end of the first story, his morning consciousness exclaims, "Oh, I kept the first for another
day!" Then, the autumn consciousness supervenes: "I
doubted if I should ever come back." This onset of a
sense of finitude leads directly to the speculations about
old age contained in the next stanza.
These speculations reveal some hard won but very
acute insights. Aging, the speaker comes to understand,
entails revisions in those stories one tells to oneself
about oneself in order to maintain a cohesive sense of
identity over time. Memory is in every sense self-serving. Because a certain decision will seem, in retrospect,
to have made "all the difference," a choice to retain one
of two "equally worn" paths will be remembered as a
choice to take the definitely less traveled one. Bertram
Cohler, Professor of Human Development at the University of Chicago, has arrived at a strikingly similar set
of insights on the basis of his review of an enormous
body of clinical evidence. "Systematic studies have
questioned the extent to which the course of life can be
understood as an ordered and predictable developmental sequence. The sense of stability and consistency
which is experienced over time results primarily from
continuing reconstructive activity leading to the maintenance
of a personal narrative of the life course rather than as a consequence of constancy of development . ... As a result of
increased awareness of the finitude of life, reflection
upon the past, or reminiscence, becomes a central theme
in the organization of personal narrative across the
second half of life."
November, 1984

IV
By now it should be clear that Robert Frost was
neither a cryptographer nor a sentimental moralist. It
should be hastily added that he was not a kind of laconic
social scientist either. When social scientists like Professor Cohler write articles like "Personal Narrative
and Life Course," they seek to instruct us about human
development. When lyric poets like Frost write poems
like "The Road Not Taken," they seek to engage us in
an altogether different way, through powers and resources that are peculiar to poetry. Even though Frost
might invent a speaker who grows to understand his
own life in terms that Cohler would approve, the Frosts
and the Cohlers of this world do not share common first
purposes in their work.
These distinctions might seem obvious, but they are
nevertheless vital to maintain. The suspicion that poetry
consists of a repository of truths about the human condition (charmingly expressed, to be sure) that can somehow be refined or superseded by other disciplined
modes of discourse lurks about in the minds of too many
educators, some of them students of the humanities. To
counter this suspicion by insisting that the meaning of a
poem lies in its performance, not in some "truth" that
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--it contains, is at once to speak truly and to risk mystification. Better to plunge back into the details of a particular poem; humanities teachers should not stray very
far or for very long from the text before them.
"The Road Not Taken" contains one line that does
not seem quite right. It is line 6: "Then took the other,
as just as fair, ... "What is going on here? One of two
very different things, it would seem. The speaker may
be reporting a choice. He came upon two roads, looked
down one of them for a long time, and "then took the
other." On the other hand, the speaker may be reporting
an appraisal. He came upon two roads, looked down
one of them for a long time, and "then took the other
(to be) just as fair (as the first one) ."
Which path of interpretation seems more warranted
by the text here? Both seem "equally" warranted, but
one cannot travel both of them at once. One must
choose. The 'took' in line 6 might well mean "chose" as
it apparently does in line 19. If so, the speaker reports
his choice in the first story in the same way that he reports it in the second story. He "took" a road in both
accounts. Thus, the first 'as' in line 6 does not really belong there; the comma placement in the line strongly
suggests that the 'took' cannot be taken together with
the first 'as' to mean "took to be." The speaker simply
means, "Then took the other, just as fair ... "
But the first 'as' is in line 6! The speaker does mean
to report an appraisal here, not a choice. If so, the
speaker does not report his choice in the first story until
line 13 (lines 1-12 are, after all, one long sentence). And
it matters a great deal whether, in the first story, the
speaker decides to "take the other" path or to "keep the
first" one, even though these are just two different ways
of reporting the "same" choice. "The glass is half empty"
and "the glass is half full" are, after all, just two ways of
describing the "same" glass, but the character of the
describer hinges upon his or her preference for one description or the other.
The character of the poem "The Road Not Taken"
depends in part upon which of two interpretations the
reader makes of line 6. "Way leads on to way" here. One
choice logically implicates the reader in another one
and so on. To see this is to experience through the activity of reading this exquisitely crafted poem what the
speaker experiences as he stands at the divergence of
the two roads. Aesthetic judgment is, in important ways,
like practical choice, and this likeness is something that
we experience through the activity of reading, not something that we extract from the poem after reading it.
Two readings of line 6, two narratives, two roads, two
titles .... Does the phrase "The Road Not Taken" refer
to the road the speaker "kept" in the first story or to the
one the speaker "took" in the second story, precisely
because it was relatively "not taken"?
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Learning to appreciate how a poem like "The Road
Not Taken" works its marvelous effects upon us is part
of learning to live well with the beautiful, made things
of this world. This learning is central to the vocation of
the humanities. A decline in our study of or appreciation for lyric poetry is especially alarming, since we can
live more intimately with lyrics than we can with most
other forms of literature. We can memorize them and
so carry them with us until they become, wholly and
completely, a part of who we are. We cannot responsibly
risk this intimacy, unless and until we learn to be faith~=
ful to the poems themselves.

What My Teachers Taught Me
I Try to Teach My Students
A bird in the hand
is not to be desired.
In writing, nothing
is too much trouble.
Culture is nourished, not
by fact, but by myth.
Continually think of those
who were truly great
who in their lives fought
for life, who wore
at their hearts, the fire's
center. Feel the meanings
the words hide. Make routine
a stimulus. Remember
it can cease. Forge
hosannahs from doubt.
Hammer on doors with the heart.
All occasions invite God's
mercies and all times
are his seasons.

Sister Maura
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LUTHERANS IN BUDAPEST
Personal Reflections on the LWF Assembly

There I stood in the Vienna airport, tossing into a
trash can most of what should have been six months
worth of reading. The New York office for the Lutheran
World Federation (unhelpfully dubbed "Lutheran
World Ministries") had sent official participants in the
LWF Assembly six hefty stacks of background readingwith the repeated notation not to bring the documents
to Budapest, because the Hungarian government has
laws against bringing in material critical of the "socialist system."
Like most participants, I'm sure, I had only dented
the stack of materials from LWM prior to departure and
resolved to read as much as possible of the most important items on my transatlantic flight, realizing I would
have to pitch all but the government-produced travel
tips before boarding my flight to Budapest.
I needn't have worried.
First of all, very little of the material was the least bit
critical of the Hungarian system; much of it, in fact,
noted its rather unusual economic success resulting
from its departure from the rigid Marxism that stifles
the economies of most of the rest of Eastern Europe.
Second, nobody stopped me at Budapest customs.
But, if I hadn't read everything from LWM, at least I
had more of an excuse than some people. I was arriving
ten days early to begin my assignment with the Englishlanguage news service of the L WF by covering the PreAssembly Youth Gathering (PAYG). This event was the
first of its kind for the LWF and in terms of press cover-
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St. Louis, Mo. Much of his initial reporting and observations
on the Assembly appeared in the September 10 and 24 editions of Perspective. Pastor Mueller is a 1970 graduate of
Valparaiso University.
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age was unfortunately overshadowed by the LWF Assembly which immediately followed it. The July 12-20
youth gathering was held at the Technical University
on the southside of Buda across the Danube from Pest.
The dreariness of the campus was more than offset by
the special nature of the event and by the enthusiasm
brought to it by the under-35 crowd. Roughly 45 per
cent of the youth participants were from Eastern European countries, and for many it was the first time at any
type of international gathering. As was also true for the
later Assembly, the Budapest location clearly facilitated
Eastern European participation. The government honored its commitment to grant a visa to anyone coming
for either event, and with only a few exceptions the
Eastern Europeans were able to gain exit visas from
their homelands.
By all reports, Hungary enjoys a greater degree of
freedom than other East-bloc countries. Thus, the presence of cordial, older security guards at the entrances
to the classroom/laboratory building set aside for the
P AYG served as merely an occasional reminder that
the Hungarian government had reportedly been dissuaded from posting larger numbers of uniformed security on campus to discourage any form of demonstrations.
But the government needn't have worried. While political issues did occupy most of the actual P A YG plenary sessions in a hot and badly-ventilated lecture hall ,
the young people clearly had come to celebrate their
faith, not to challenge authorities.
Coming to Budapest early gave me one decided advantage over the rest of a press corps content with covering the "big show"- namely, the chance to hear the most
powerful and reportable speaker of the three-week
period, Dr. Allan Boesak, Reformed theologian and
Apartheid foe from South Africa. PAYG organizers Alf
Idland and Joan Lofgren had scouted out Boesak at the
prior summer's World Council of Churches Assembly
in Vancouver and had persuaded the internationallyprominent president of the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches to deliver four hour-long Bible studies at the
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PAYG. And if the youth participants had not come to
the P A YG to challenge authority , Boesak was more than
able to tell them how and why he has found it necessary
to do so in his homeland.
His basic assertion was that "what the Church has lost
is the dream God has for His world," a dream of "justice
and peace," of "reconciliation and wholeness." His third
Bible study was based on Colossians 2, where St. Paul
cautions against "false teaching of great attraction ,"
which really amounts to "salvation without Christ." He
said there could be "beautiful, logical, reasonable" philosophies which do not directly deny Christ, but which
"try to get around Christ." One such, he suggested, is
Apartheid, South Africa's system of racial segregation,
which, Boesak said, is based on reasonable-sounding
arguments of "preserving (ethnic) identity" and "good
neighborliness," but which forget that "God chooses
the side of the poor and despised." In the face of such
arguments, he said, the Church must remember St.
Paul's admonition not to "be caught in the web of wisesounding arguments."
He saw possibilities for reconciliation in South Africa
and other arenas of injustice, but Christians, he said,
could not settle for "superficial gestures" and must "unmask the evil inside [themselves], inside the Church, and
in the world." Christians must confront "those things that
make reconciliation impossible" and specifically "the
alienation from God and from each other which makes
reconciliation necessary." Even when struggling with
other people in the justice arena, Christians, Boesak
said, must not assume '1we are better" than they; instead,
"we should recognize how much we are like them ."
Boesak cut short his stay at the P A YG after three
studies, coming to the Assembly hall to tell the youth
that reports of new violence in South Africa impelled
his return home. He assured the youth that "those .. .
with hate and violence as their trademarks do not have
the last word in the world .. .. Jesus is the last word."
A standing ovation for Boesak evolved into repeated
choruses of the South African liberation song, "Freedom
is coming," which had earlier been taught by the Swedish folk-music group, Fjedur.
Indeed, the participation of Fjedur seemed to bridge
the two sides of the PAYG. On the one side were numerous speakers and panel discussions on "peace and
justice" issues, uniformly representing a left-of-center
stance by North American standards. Those with an
interest in this side of the program, including the "ecumenical" participants, were hoping to have an impact
on the following fortnight's LWF Assembly. "Issue
groups" intended primarily to introduce youth to contemporary Church-and-society concerns and to spark
discussion on an inter-cultural basis quickly turned into
floor committees, churning out pages of proposals to be
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sent by the PAYG to the Assembly.
On the other side of the program were worship events,
attempts at interaction with Hungarian youth, a "regional fair," and the informality of the university dining hall. The "regional fair, " for example, provided an
opportunity for youth to share some of the music, culture, and religious life of their homelands. Skits, dances,
and songs overlapped into a second evening (with no
complaints) and seemed like a typical Church youth
retreat, but with an international flavor. And for those
youth not keenly interested in politics, especially many
of the non-German Eastern Europeans, this side of the
program engendered the most interest and keenest participation. For them, the opportunities to celebrate their
faith seemed more rare and more highly prized than
chances to denounce economic inequity or the role of
the U.S. in Central America. The closing banquet was
a genuine celebration with everyone from translators
to cooks receiving gifts, hugs, and prolonged ovations.

Activist youth made sure that the
"impending U.S. invasion of striferidden El Salvador" was condemned,
nuclear disarmament encouraged,
and the "equal partnership of
women and men" affirmed.
But there were enough activist youth involved to
make sure that the "impending U.S. invasion of striferidden El Salvador" was condemned, nuclear disarmament encouraged, and the "equal partnership of women and men" affirmed. Most such proposals were passed
with at best token opposition, but there were also voices
in the corridors wondering if the "issue groups" hadn't
gotten carried away by tackling far too many issues,
often following presentation of merely one side of a
given situation. Narrowly averted was an attempt by an
Indian churchwoman to have the gathering take a stand
on the internal situation in Sri Lanka, despite the fact
that there were no Sri Lankan youth present.
But, if anti-Western resolutions seemed somewhat
scattershot in their condemnations, resolutions on the
Eastern European situation were carefully nuanced,
often at the urging of LWF staff. One proposal asked
the L WF Assembly to call for alternatives to compulsory military service and another urged Church officials
to show "more energy" in pursuing legal opportunities
for Christian worship and witness in the East. In each
case, the wordings were carefully structured to avoid
the possibility of appearing to embarrass anyone who
might reasonably be considered a "host."
The Cresset

Most notable among these, of course, was the Hungarian Lutheran bishop, Dr. Zoltan Kaldy, the leading
nominee for and eventual winner of the L WF presidency. Making two appearances at the PAYG, Kaldy
clearly won over the youth. Welcoming the young people to "the first youth church conference of its kind in
Eastern Europe," Kaldy sounded themes that were to
echo for the next three weeks: growing freedom in the
East, and churches that thrive without compromise with
the state. "You have come behind the repeatedly mentioned so-called 'Iron Curtain,'" Kaldy said, "but I believe you have experienced that this 'Iron Curtain' has
fallen down or has become so full of holes that everybody can pass through from North and South, East and
West, soJ practically, it does not exist any more."
Noting that his own church "has been living ... in a
new social order for four decades," the bishop said there
had been a need to rethink the Church's proclamation
and mission in the new context, an allusion to the development of the Hungarian Lutheran Church's "theology of diakonia (service)," which had been challenged
by critics prior to the Assembly as a too-easy accommodation with the state.
Kaldy told the PA YG that in the process of the
Church's rediscovering itself in its new circumstances,
it found it needed to "raise basic questions and not necessarily walk on the beaten track of traditions." Now, he
said, "the revived words of God's Word have shown us
the right way,'' as the Church serves "our people in this
country in all spheres of life" and joins "all possible
efforts for peace, social and economic justice, for fighting down starvation and racism." Nevertheless, he said,
making a point he emphasized for three weeks, "we do
not and need not mingle the Gospel with any ideology."
In welcoming fellow Lutherans to Hungary, Kaldy
said, "It is not only our borders we have opened to you,
but our hearts, our homes, our congregations." And
surely no one could doubt the warmth of that welcome.
While Lutherans in North America or Western Europe
would certainly make an extra effort in hosting an Assembly like this, for many of the 430,000 Hungarian
Lutherans the chance to be on the center stage of world
Lutheranism provided opportunities dearly cherished:
-to demonstrate their faithfulness in the "socialist
context";
-to end some of the historic isolation (attributable
to language, politics, and culture) from the rest of European Lutheranism;
-to share some of the robustness of their church life;
-to reaffirm to their government their rightful place
as an integral, contributing segment of Hungarian society.
To their great credit they made the most of the opportunity, and what many PAYG and Assembly participants
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will likely remember most and with the greatest affection will be the "Hungarian experience." Clearly, the
Church pushed its resources to the limit, put all of its
talents to work, and coaxed and cajoled its government
to make the Assembly a positive experience for all those
who took part.
A mere run-down of activities seems inadequate to
indicate that we were never more than a moment's
thought away from the awareness that the H ungarian
Church wanted us to feel welcome and to understand
their church life. But, for the record, there were carefully organized visits to parishes in all corners of the
country, a lavish evening's reception at the Budapest
Hilton, a folklore evening, participation by hundreds
of helpful volunteers, SRO crowds at both the opening
and closing services, vesper services with parish choirs
who actually competed for the opportunity to sing, and
an evening entitled, "The Lutheran Church in Hungary
Presents Itself."

Bishop Zoltan Kaldy argued that the
Hungarian Lutheran Church has had
to rethink the Church's proclamation
and mission in a new social context.
Using humor, music, gifts, and a variety of media, the
Church presented itself as a people in love with th eir
homeland, their guests, their Church, and, most especially, the Gospel of Christ. Included in the program
was the only musical work composed for the 450th anniversary of the Augsburg Confession, a cantata by Sandor
Szokalay, which the composer conducted.
Focus of the evening, however, was the prem iere
showing of a specially-commissioned film, wh ich
stressed that "this country and this Church really do
have a future." With scenes from nearly all phases of
Hungarian Church life, accompanied by Bach organ
music, the film emphasized the Lutheran concern for
the "clear proclamation of the Gospel," which ensures
the continuation of the Church. Included were scenes
from urban and rural congregations and a trip with a
pastor to one of some 2,000 remote "diaspora" group s
of Lutherans. Permeating the film was the Church 's
commitment to service, a restatement of the Church 's
diakonia theology .
"The Church exists,'' the narrator said, "not so th at
the Church can raise its voice; rather, the Church exists
so that the Gospel can be voiced." Love is one of the
marks of the Church, and "real love is not always talk
but action." The "service" explicated by the film h ad
an overriding Word-and-Sacrament content, su pplemented by special programs for the youth and the el-
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derly. The "theology of diakonia," it seems, shuns confrontation with society in favor of the opportunity to
do "church work." With the ready acceptance this theology received among a large segment of the Assembly
crowd , I couldn't help but wonder what the response
would have been had it been voiced by a Western church
body, for example, the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod (not an LWF member.)
That is not to say that the diakonia theology went unchallenged at the Assembly, but most of the challenges
came from dissident Hungarian Lutherans, inside and
outside the country, who saw in the Assembly an opportunity to get a hearing. One letter in particular caught
the attention of the Assembly, that of Pastor Zoltan
Doka, currently studying in West Germany, who not
only suggested that the prevailing theology was being
forced on the pastors but that Bishop Kaldy's autocratic
leadership style was preventing any serious debate on
its merits. Kaldy responded by denying the characterization of him presented by Doka, by suggesting that
Doka was a disgruntled office-seeker, and by saying that
Assembly preparations had consumed so much of the
Church's energy that serious debate on the diakonia theology had ju st not been possible. He offered to join in
dialogue with Doka and others following the Assembly,
saying a failure to do so would indicate the "poverty"
of the Church. In general, Kaldy's colleagues were outraged that the charges emerged just prior to the election,
wh ile several Hungarian emigres in attendance were
pleased the issue had surfaced.
The handling of the Doka letter also occasioned a bit
of controversy, in that Kaldy's response was made widely available and distributed to delegates, but copies of
Doka's original were hard to come by, especially given
the fact that the government had final control over the
photocopy equipment.
But this should not suggest that media people, on the
LWF staff or working for their own outlets, felt any
sense of censorship. The Assembly's daily newspaper,
Naprol Napra (Day-by-Day), was produced by the same
printing house that produces the Socialist Workers'
(i.e., Communist) Party daily. According to Naprol
Napra Editor Herb David of the American Lutheran
Church, the layout artists at the printing house complained whenever there was even a small amount of
"white space" for fear that Assembly-goers would think
there had been some kind of censorship, when none
existed.
In addition, state-run media made no secret of the
fact that the Lutherans were in town. The opening service received a half-hour of coverage on one of two TV
channels; there were regular radio reports, especially
when the news had a Hungarian angle such as Kaldy's
election or the meeting of LWF leaders with Party First
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Secretary Janos Kadar; and the German/English daily
regularly had coverage and photos (with the coverage
generally better in German). The Hungarian-language
press also had about 100 reporters on hand, and the
Assembly apparently got reasonably good coverage
therein. With the exception of Reuters, the wire services
did not do that well. Apparently, their Budapest
"stringers" just aren't used to covering religion .

Kaldy's theology of "diakonia" shuns
confrontation with society and focuses
on " church work. " One wonders how
such a theology would be received if
put forward by a Western church body.
But the principal "hard" news stories to reach the
outside world did not necessarily require great theological acuity. These were the election of the LWF president for the next seven years, an election of great symbolic importance to many, and the suspension from
L WF membership of two white southern Africa Lutheran church bodies with a combined membership of 23,000.
There seemed little disagreement over the understanding that much of the rank-and-file membership of these
two church bodies generally supports Apartheid, thus
putting them at odds with the LWF, which at its 1977
Assembly decreed Apartheid a Christian heresy. For
many, then, the issue revolved around the seriousness
and the ability of the leadership of these two church
bodies (one in South Africa and one in Namibia) to
overcome pro-Apartheid sentiments among their members and to move them into mergers with black Lutherans in their respective lands.
Before that issue really came to a head, however, the
leaders of both church groups reiterated opposition to
Apartheid but turned in their credentials, saying they
would allow their memberships to go "dormant." Nevertheless, the emotional energy invested in the issue was
too great to allow it to rest there. Last December the
Africa Pre-Assembly had called for the suspensions,
and the call had been echoed by the Youth Pre-Assembly. While there were a few who spoke up for the two
church bodies, arguing that the divisions along racial
lines were a legacy of the European mission groups that
began work in South Africa, others, including many
North Americans, felt that letting the issue rest would
be an insufficiently strong signal to Africa and the
world that Lutherans are serious about opposing
Apartheid.
So the issue was voted upon and the suspension put
in place by a vote of 222-23 with 29 abstentions. ALC
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Bishop David Preus rightly described it as a vote in
which there were no winners. (Bishop Preus capably
chaired most of the more demanding plenary sessions
in place of President Josiah Kibira, whose struggle with
Parkinson's disease made him an heroic figure for the
delegates but rendered him too weak to take an active
role in the chair.)
Selecting Dr. Kibira's successor was the Assembly's
other critical decision, and attention here focused on
Bishop Kaldy. Much was made of a supposed LWF tradition that the new president come from the host church
body. Indeed, at four of six prior Assemblies this had
happened (and at the other two there were extenuating
circumstances), but there was also resistance to the notion that the presidency should go to as controversial a
figure as Kaldy without benefit of a free election.
There had never been an Eastern European LWF
president, and perhaps a campaign for an East German
could have raised an effective challenge to Kaldy, but
it would have been unthinkable for one Eastern European to serve to block another. So what challenge there
was came from another quarter. Throughout the Assembly there was considerable dissatisfaction with the leadership roles assigned to women. They had, for example,
only six of 29 seats on the LWF executive committee,
and this Assembly raised that total to a mere seven.
But many saw the opportunity to elect a woman as
LWF president, and they came up with a very attractive
candidate, Mrs. Bodil S0lling, associate general secretary of Denmark's Danchurchaid and a member of the
executive committee who had been introduced to the
Assembly when she capably chaired an early session.
Two other candidates, Dr. Preus and Dr. Roger Nostbakken of Canada, were given little chance, because the
election procedure immediately narrows the field to
two, giving little chance for a consensus to develop
around a compromise nominee. To no one's surprise,
the finalists were Bishop Kaldy and Mrs. S0lling. Kaldy
won, 173-124.
Had Kaldy not won, things might have been tense
when the Hungarian government hosted a reception at
the Parliament building for some 1,500 Assembly-goers
in the evening just following the election. Clearly, the
government was doing all in its ability to demonstrate
hospitality and its generally good relationship with the
churches. But some of that might have been undone in
an unusual word of welcome from Deputy President
Reszo Trautmann, a Lutheran by birth who was said
not to be a Party member. Trautmann urged those at
the state reception to accept the hospitality represented
by "the bread and wine provided by the state." The
gasps were audible. Of the people I chatted with, some
felt it was Il).erely an infelicitous phrase, describing in
modesty a much more lavish provision of food and
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beverage; others felt that toasts and greetings at state
functions are much too carefully scripted and translated
for the phrase "bread and wine" to have been anything
but carefully chosen.
There were, of course, other speeches, elections, and
actions worthy of note. Any two-week international
gathering has its full share of intrigues. Just a few "sidebars" are worth noting here.
-Just prior to the opening of the Assembly, Bishop
Kaldy was joined by a few executive committee members, staff members, and others for a brief memorial
service for former Bishop Lajos Ordass at his gravesite
in the Buda Hills. The service defused some of the preAssembly criticism of Kaldy, who stepped into Ordass'
post when the government deposed him in 1958. Ever
since, the two bishops have been symbols of the two
approaches by the Church to the government. Ordass'
style had been more confrontational; he had, for example, protested loudly when the state nationalized
Lutheran schools. Kaldy, on the other hand, was seen
to have carved out a space in which the Church could
do its Word-Sacrament-and-service ministry. Indeed,
Kaldy even serves in the Parliament as the Lutheran
representative. During the 20-minute gravesite service,
Kaldy expressed "penitence" for "not loving enough
those whom we have buried" (Ordass died in 1978), but
"trusting in God's forgiving love," he said, the Church
continues "in the path of service."
-One clear disappointment for many participants in
this Assembly was the downbeat character of the worship experience. Comparisons were frequently made to
the WCC 1983 Assembly, where worship had been a
clear highlight and focal point. Top LWF officials conceded that worship was a disappointment. The problem, if it should be called that, is that Hungarian worship styles, which are heavy on repentance and thin on
celebration, predominated. Planners apparently felt
that Hungarian visitors should feel at home when they
attended Assembly services. As a result, the rich variety of Lutheran worship worldwide was not exploited.
-Hard to escape was the conclusion that the LWF is
somewhat more "conservative" than its image in North
America, perhaps because here the somewhat more leftward Lutheran church bodies are the LWF members.
One illustration: at lunch following a plenary discussion on the "equal partnership of women and men," I
had lunch with (among others) a leading African bishop.
A woman delegate from his church body was there and
was generally agreeing with the morning's speakers who
favored women's ordination and a full and equal role
for women in all arenas of church life. Her comments
were fully affirmed by the bishop, who even smilingly
approved the notion of a woman bishop for their church.
That was a great idea, he said, quickly adding, "But, of
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course, this is impossible." In the African context, apparently so. While issues such as this are of concern to
many North Americans and Western Europeans in the
LWF, they seemed to be a lesser concern among delegates from other regions, for whom the "basics" of outreach and evangelism still seemed to come first. Other
clues to the basic "conservatism" of much of the LWF
would be the ease with which an anti-abortion statement
passed and the strong resistance expressed to Third
World and women's "quotas."
-The combination of the Budapest site and a Lutheran Assembly provided a unique opportunity to
focus attention on the fate of Raoul Wallenberg, the
Swedish Lutheran diplomat who, 40 years earlier, had
saved tens of thousands of Hungarian Jews from the
Nazi Holocaust by distributing "protective passes"
backed by the neutral Swedish government. In recent
years there has been renewed interest in Wallenberg's
fate, as reports have trickled out of the Soviet penal
system suggesting that Wallenberg (who would now
only be 72) is still incarcerated there . What is known is
that after the liberation of Budapest in 1945, Wallenberg
was taken east by Soviet army troops and never heard
from again. Soviet claims that he died in 1947 are generally disregarded. Working behind the scenes to bring
the Wallenberg situation to light was the Rev. Richard
Andersen of Long Beach, Cal. , whose ALC congregation
has made Wallenberg an honorary member, much as
the U.S. government has made him an honorary citizen. The efforts of Andersen and others resulted in two
pu blic statements about Wallenberg (from LWF General Secretary Carl Mau and from Swedish Archbishop
Berti! Werkstr0m), a private wreath-laying by Dr. Preus
at a commemorative plaque on Budapest's Wallenberg
Street, and several articles in Naprol Napra. The hope
was to enlist the cooperation of the Hungarian government in working with the Soviets to provide new information and, eventually, freedom for this heroic Lutheran.
Like the efforts in behalf of Wallenberg, the effects of
the LWF Assembly will take time to be known and felt,
at least at the ecclesio-administrative level. But for many
of us the impact of the Assembly is much more at the
immediate experiential level. For me, an appreciation
of Lutheranism as a world-wide family has grown, and
I am perplexed why some Lutherans steadfastly refuse
to contribute to the LWF as an expression of that family .
My appreciation for the struggle of Lutherans and other
believers behind the still-real "Iron Curtain" has also
grown. But never again will I think of Budapest in
images formed from news clips from 1956. And the next
time I go to Budapest (and I hope I will), I won't worry
about dumping any reading matter into any trash cans
in the Vienna airport.
~=
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Where the voices are so similar
To the soft falling of the leaves,
There, his closed eyes protruding,
Chopin is playing with light and shadow.
There, heaviness is not a burden
But the sound's claim to a basis,
There, Chopin is breaking apart
Like the flesh of a hard apple.
The thoughtless agitation of thought
Is being fractured like the gleam of the sea-crest.
But if life is a spontaneous splash
Of the soul on the even surface of the keys,
If life is agitato, presto con
fuoco, a tossed-up scherzo,
Will he improvise the chord of fate
With the arpeggioed movements of the heart?

And you stand there for hours on end,
Clutching like a child at the railings,
And only move your lips,
Pressing your chest against the fence.
Will he succeed? ... Around you
The leaves will shudder and cry out,
And you will hear again how fate
Is lightly stepping through the rondo.
But not to fate will later be
Accorded the decisive measure;
Death is the subject: the main concern
Is the tonal base of death .
You would have said: it is an empty concert-hall,
It is a piano-lid shut down with a bang,
Silence, the immobility of fingers,
It is the perishing of sound.
But where shadow gives birth to light,
Where the falling of the leaves is weightless,
There, Chopin, his eyes in high relief,
Is playing his Funeral March.
He knows that in the movement of the themes
There is no final sound;
And death will only change the music's paceAllegro turning into sempre Iento.
Translated from Russian by the author
and C. Newman

Eugene Dubnov
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The Alumni
Paradox
Richard Lee
One lesson teachers learn at a university Homecoming is "alumni are
generally nicer to know than students." A second lesson is " many
alumni are particularly nicer to know
now than when they were students."
These lessons in the aging of students
into alumni hardly startle an aging
teacher until he considers their corollaries. The first is "a teacher may
teach many of his students at the most
perplexing time of their lives and
thus may know them best at their
worst." The second is "without
Homecoming he might never know
them any better or at their best."
This is not to say that alumni cannot continue to perplex their teachers. Perhaps the most puzzling paradox alumni present at Homecoming
is their apparent need to have their
student years at the university affirmed as its Golden Age at the same
time they also need the university
affirmed as never better than it is
today. How many Homecoming con-

Richard Lee is Associate Professor of
Humanities in Christ College at Valparaiso University and former Editor of
The Cresset. His January, 1983 Cresset
article, "Lines Composed a Few Miles
below Fountains Abbey, " received a 1983
Award of Merit for Theological Reflection from the Associated Church Press.
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versations with alumni are premised
on their curiously crossed expectations that the university will have
obviously gone to hell in a handbasket since they graduated and that, of
course, their university only goes
from glory unto glory?
I submit it is difficult for any university objectively to regress and
progress at once for the subjectivity
of its alumni, and teachers cannot
without contradiction assure each
alumnus that the university was at
its best when he was a student and is
more worthy of his degree today.
Therefore I suspect teachers must
grasp this prickly paradox in all its
subjectivity and unpack it as objectively as they can if they hope to
survive their alumni as they once
survived them as students.
Probably no university can fail to
hold the affection of most of its alumni because most alumni recover their
youth whenever they remember
their university. Furthermore, few
alumni could admit their university
significantly failed them and thus admit themselves fools for having
chosen Alma Mater so badly and
lavished upon her such vast sums of
money and the best years of their
lives. Most alumni by a certain psychological necessity are inveterately
satisfied with their universities. Especially the alumnus recycling his
youth in his return to his university
may feel it as an extension of his
youth, and it is not far to go to believe the university was at its best
when the alumnus believes he was at
his best.
This subjectivity may be partially
relieved when he sends his children
to the university for what will now
be the best years of their lives and,
of course, the university. That new
investment of sons, daughters, and
dollars may not fully disabuse him
of his belief that the best years of the
university were his own, but it helps
commit him to the belief that Alma
Mater has at least some good years
left in her.

Whether or not the alumnus sends
his children to the university, he
wants to continue to be part of the
best of his past in the present. Probably no institutions are maintained
without the tribute the mature bring
to their youth, and universities are
peculiar beneficiaries of everyman's
desire that his vintage years continue
their fruition. The particular desire
of alumni to feel themselves a part
of their university at its best in all
times seems to me a wholesome subjectivity, and it ought to be easier for
more alumni to fulfill objectively.
In a day when many students window-shop their way through college
it is refreshing when alumni believe
they joined a lifelong community.

Homecoming teaches that
alums are generally nicer
to know than students.
To be sure, most universities offer
objective ways for alumni to feel they
are an ongoing part of the university,
and my mail also bursts with worthy
appeals for funds from four of them.
But most teachers probably see alumni as a continuing part of the university at its best when they continue
to learn well. Dividing the annual
budget of my university by the number of students annually graduated, I
discover our costs for each alumnus
equal a couple Cadillacs, and I suspect the test of a university no less
than General Motors is that its best
work remains running.
Happily this Homecoming brought
home many alumni who remain a
part of the university at its best by
their continuing learning and an
agreeable willingness to teach their
teachers. Homecoming may not be
the time for teachers and alumni to
continue the university together,
but it cheers teachers to return to
their present students and see in
them, despite appearances, the good
and perplexing alumni they will be.

••••
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Goodbye, Sally,
Goodbye
Gilbert Meilae nder
Four days old, she came to us.
How tiny is a newborn in the crib!
Eight months old, she left us-going
to her adoptive parents. How much
living is packed into 32 weeks.
She has what we wanted for her,
what every foster child needs: a
good home, loving parents. Why,
then , should it hurt? Partly, no
doubt, because we desire for heras for anyone we love-not only
what is good, but the good we can
give. Those who-waxing philosophical or, worse, abstractly theological- think this bad or call it selfish have much to learn about what it
means to be human. Not to treasure
the good which we can give would
mean to love no one in particular, to
let the heart be tied to no time, place,
or person. As if the neighbor who is
to be loved in God were not always
a particular person .
Yet, it would be wrong to want the
good we can give more than the
good she truly needs. Wrong because it would stunt her and would
not permit the good to flourish fully
in her life. And so, a gracious God

Gilbert Meilaender is Associate Professor of R eligion at Oberlin College.
He is also a pastor in the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod. H is articles
appear frequently in The Cresset.
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goes to work on us to broaden and
deepen our love-to help us love
more than the limited goods which
we alone bestow. And it hurts. Which
means, contrary to what we often
say, that grace hurts.
I first learned this truth from C.S.
Lewis, who drives it home most
powerfully in A Grief Observed, a
book written out of a deep sense of
loss. For example:
If a mother is mourning not for what she

has lost but for what her dead child has
lost , it is a comfort to believe that th e child
h as not lost t h e e nd for which it was
created . ... A comfort to th e God-aimed,
eternal spirit within her. But not to her
motherhood. The specifically matern al
happiness must be written off. Never, in
any place or time , will she have her son on
her knees, or bathe him , or tell him a story ,
or plan for hi s future, or see her grandchild.

And in her own way , Sally has reinforced the lesson learned from
Lewis : that it is painful to learn to
love the good wherever it is given
and by whomever it is bestowed.
How much she taught for one so
little! How clear she made the importance of eschatology- the sense
of an ending-in the Christian life.
She came to us at a very busy time,
when I was already burdened with
too much work. Even so, I noticed
how careful I was not to ignore her,
to pay attention to her no matter
how busy I might be. Far more careful, I am afraid, than I have sometimes been with my own children.
Not fair to them? Perhaps. But I
know why. They-their future
joined with mine-can all too easily
be taken for granted, as if stories
never ended. She came with a day's
notice and would leave with little
more, as if in the middle of a chapter. We always knew that, and so
each day had to be savored, for we
lived constantly with the sense of an
ending near at hand.
Such a little teacher, but she made
it clear that all our days and hours
are equidistant from eternity; none
is merely preparation for some future that may never come. Too often

we live our lives and organize those
of our children as if days, weeks,
even years were only preparation
for something that lies ahead. We
study in high school-so we can attend the college of our choice. We
study in college-the better to land
a good job. We work-in order to
vacation . We wait for the days when
we won't be so busy or when we'll
have more money. We live in the
future- forgetting that, unlike the
present, it may never come. Remember the lilies of the field; they
neither toil nor spin. Eight months
can be a life. Often is. Our world
thinks mainly in terms of potential
and achievement. But Sally's academic and vocational "achievements" will be for others to enjoy.
For us it was enough just to applaud
when she stood in her crib, to laugh
when she smiled.

She came with a day 's
notice and would leave
with little more. Each
day had to be savored ,
for we lived constantly
with the sense of an
ending near at hand .
From Kierkegaard, I think, I
learned about the selflessness of true
love. We love another best, he says,
when it would be true to say, "he
stands alone-by my help." And
then Kierkegaard adds:
There are many writers who employ dashes
on every occas ion of thought-fai lure, and
th ere are also those who use dashes with
se nsitivity a nd taste. But a d ash has truly
never bee n used more significantly than in
the litt le sentence above.
For in th is
little sentence the infini ty of thought is co n·
tained in the most profound way , the great·
est contradiction overcome. H e stands
a lone- thi s is the highest ; he stands alonenothing else do you see. You see no aid or
assista nce, no awkward bungler 's hand
holding on to him any more than it occurs
to the person him self that someone has
helped him . No , he stands alone-by a n-
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other's help . But this help is hidden , ... it
is hidden behind a dash .

And in her own way, Sally has
driven home the lesson that love
must not snatch. Embarrassing but
true that we should learn the lesson
more vividly from her than we sometimes do from the story of one who,
though in the form of God, did not
count equality with God a thing to
be snatched. But it is true that love
cannot always seek to possess. Sally's
leaving brought pain in part because we would not want her, even
for a few days, to feel that we whom
she trusted had abandoned her.

In all our loves we must
learn that there are
limits to the care we
can give. When we bring
our children to baptism ,
we hand them over into
the keeping of another.
And yet, in all our loves we must
learn that there are limits to the care
we can give. When we bring our
children to baptism, we hand them
over into the keeping of another.
When we intercede in prayer for
them, we admit that we cannot really
care for them and, once again, we
give up our hold on them. Still, we
may go for years without being
asked-really being asked in a way
we cannot ignore- to hand them
over. We may deceive ourselves into
thinking that we are sufficient caretakers for them. But Sally is a cure
for such deceptions, and she has
taught the lesson all too well in her
leaving.
Ah, Sally, you have taught some
profound tpeological truths to one
not entirely ignorant of theologyto all of us. You have transformed a
12-year old boy who didn't want to
be bothered by the presence of a
November, 1984

baby into one who would take you
from your crib and play with you
early in the morning while others
slept. You have satisfied the need
of a little 9-year old girl to be maternal- and the need of a 6-year old
to love the younger sibling she never
had. Your sheer delight at waking
reminded us all that joy really does
come in the morning, that the new
day is a gift-a lesson somehow forgotten as we grow older. You were,
without any of our adult self-consciousness, eager to receive love,
and have given as freely as you
received.
All love truly given and received
is taken up into the life of God who
is and who is love. Hence, love
abides, and though we often say
goodbye, our loves are completed
in the fullness of that divine life.
Consider the relation "lover-beloved"-united by the hyphen that
is love. Since love abides, Kierkegaard was right to say that the lover
keeps the hyphen. And if separation
comes and there remains only
"lover-"? What then? Then the hyphenated word is not yet complete!
Then we are to think not of a sentence fragment, but of an unfinished
sentence.
So let me memorialize a great
teacher of theology. Those short
legs, that deep voice so lovely in its
cooing when she called. That mouth
wide open in her noiseless laugh of
delight (and wide open to get more
of that first popsicle). That almost
preternatural ability to behave
quietly in public. The smile that
came suddenly, coaxing one from
us in return. That knowing look as
she went once again for the television cord. And on that day so like
life because such a blend of joy and
sadness, the tiny little red-haired
girl, lovely in her green dress and
in the patent leather shoes (her first)
which kept her from chewing on
her toes.
We shall not let go the hyphen.
Goodbye, Sally, goodbye.
Cl

A Confused
Red Scare
Richard Maxwell
When Red Dawn opened late this
summer, I thought back to Invasion
of the Body Snatchers (1956), the last
serious Communist Threat fantasy
I could remember from Hollywood.
During the interim we had had only
farces like The Russians Are Coming,
the Russians Are Coming (1966) . Now
the Communist Threat had returned
in all its glory. Arguably this event
was predictable and uninteresting,
a pale reflection of real life events:
the invasion of Afghanistan, the election of Reagan, and so forth.
On the other hand, cultural
images have their own fascination.
Director John Milius (The Wind and
the Lion, Conan the Barbarian) may
have little flair for narrative, composition of images, or clear thought,
but he is vulnerable to moods and
to myths. Do we suppose that the
Russians must be resisted by military might and that war is an excellent builder of human personality?
Do we suppose that the war in Vietnam was a disastrously misconceived
venture for America and that war
destroys character rather than building it? Milius encourages all these
suppositions. Red Dawn takes us into

Richard Maxwell teaches English at
Valparaiso University and writes regularly on Film for The Cresset.
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a mental world where right-wing
and left-wing beliefs intermix, producing a sort of phantasmagoria.
Sitting through it is like confronting
the ghosts of ideas: they're insubstantial, they must be illusionsand yet they press in on us so thickly.
A nuclear war starts. Apparently
it is initiated by the Soviets. After
several big cities and half of China
are destroyed, the superpowers
agree to fight with conventional
weapons. Except for England, Europe has remained neutral. The real
struggle is between the USSR and
the United States. It is being waged
on American soil. Even as we watch,
Russian, Cuban, and Nicaraguan
paratroopers overrun a small town
in Colorado. There is no resistance.
People are shot down before they
know what is going on . Many end
up in a political reeducation camp
(a converted drive-in movie theater).
A few teenagers flee , founding a
guerilla band named after their high
school football team (the Wolverines). The guerillas are led by the
team's former quarterback and his
little brother. Their father has been
hard on them. Now they know why.
The Wolverines terrorize the occupying forces, evading captureevading, above all, betrayal within
their own ranks by a wimpy former
Student Body President. They conduct daring raids , then retreat to
hideouts up in the Rockies. Most of
the Wolverines are sooner or later
killed, though several escape to
Free America. Ultimately the struggle is won, the Russian and Latin
American troops repelled. America
is free once more, though many people forget the heroism of the Wolverines.
Even if we accept the fundamental
premise-the invasion-this plot is
full of holes. How did the nuclear
war come to a halt? Are there any
other guerillas besides the band we
are with? (Our heroes save hundreds
of people from the reeducation
camp and from firing squads, but
20

the escapees just disappear.) Where
do our heroes get their limitless supply of hand grenades? Are there
supply routes from Free America?
How do the Wolverines anticipate
the arrival of the ambushers who
almost trap them? Milius ignores
most such questions . If we are going
to appreciate Red Dawn, we have to
ignore them too.

To appreciate Red Dawn
we have to enter into
what looks at first like
a traditional right-wing
polemic about war.
Now that we have taken this first
step, we are ready for the plunge.
We have to enter into what looks
like a traditional right-wing polemic
about war. Bob Greene recently
came up with a seventeen-year-old
girl who "believes that Soviet troops
might someday launch a ground
war in the Chicago area," and has
therefore joined theN ational Guard.
This girl moves from a comfortingly
improbable fear (" The Soviets
would be attacking my neighborhood, my friends , my school") to
violent self-righteousness ("And for
the people who go around saying
how much they hate it here-well, I
wish they'd leave before someone
like me takes the initiative to make
them leave"). To put the point another way: if we imagine ourselves
as victims, we acquire the authority
to do anything we like. If we keep
the image in our minds of big red
tanks rolling down Michigan Avenue , we get the energy to rout out
local dissidents. Power must be disguised as powerlessness. 1 Then we
can act.
It's evident that Milius is working
with this highly emotional sort of
argument. He hammers away at the
point that the Wolverines are defending their own territory. They
have to discover, step by step, (1)

that they can kill the invaders; (2)
that they can enjoy killing the invaders; (3) that they can even kill
one of their own-the wimpy Student Body President, of coursewhen he proves to be a spy.
It is hard to say what corresponds
to these actions in our lives- that is,
the lives of the audience watching
the film- but so far as we empathize
with the Wolverines we want to do
some killing too. Maybe it needn't
even be on our own territory. Once
we get the spirit, maybe we can forget about the fantasy of invading
forces. We needed that framework at
first-but now we can throw it away,
much as Bob Greene's young fighter
seems tempted to do.
If Milius were a real rabble-rouser, that would be all there was in
Red Dawn. As I remarked, however,
Milius is enormously susceptible to
his own fantasies. He gets caught up
by them as few people would-and
they take him to strange places.
Milius refuses to use the link with
the land, with territory, as a purely
persuasive device. He genuinely believes that the Reds are coming. And
because he believes it his powerpowerlessness argument undergoes
a metamorphosis into a left-wing
rather than a right-wing dream . Instead of fighting guerillas as they
did in Vietnam, Americans become
guerillas.
Maybe Milius was odd man out in
his youth some fifteen or twenty
years ago, but now he turns out to
have had the same dream as other
romantic youths. He wants to get
into a camouflage suit and fight
hand to hand against imperialism.
He comes very close to admitting
1

Cf. H . Rider H aggard 's Sh e ( 1886-8 7),
where British explorers penetrate to a hidden
African kingdom; there they discover a superhuman and practically immortal woman
who dec ides. after conversing with them , to
take over England . "Tis a great people. is it
not?" she asks -" with a n empire like that of
Rome!" Let th e colonizer bewa re. The colonized will rise up . Can H aggard 's heroes
save th e British empire? Tune in next week.
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as much. There are scenes in Red
Dawn where Russian officers start
talking like Americans in Southeast
Asia; at one point somebody mentions "body counts." A Cuban officer-the nearest thing to a reflective
character in the film-thinks back
nostalgically to his own country and
his own revolution. He is quite
aware that he is trying to wipe out
the sort of warrior he himself used
to be. He wants to go back to the old
days. So does Milius. Red Dawn suggests that the dream could be fulfilled: that Americans could become
the winning underdogs fighting
against a ruthless imperial power.
At first glance Milius seems to be
using the invasion theme as one
might a device in rhetoric: it is not
to be taken literally, it points to
something beyond itself. At second
glance he seems infatuated with his
own fantasy to the point where he is
willing to live inside it. At third
glance we can catch him struggling
to get out again. He does not exactly
succeed but his efforts are again
most striking.
During the early part of the film,
the Wolverines keep telling each
other not to cry. They remain a lugubrious bunch. Eventually it turns
out that war has scarred the Wolverines irretrievably, especially the
quarterback and his brother. There
is no going home for them. They
embark on a suicide mission, blowing up the command station from
which the invaders rule the town;
after that, they drag off to die. They
expire sitting in the park where their
father once took them to play on the
swings. "Daddy's coming soon," says
one to the other as the snow falls
gently around them.
This movie begins as a right-wing
indulgence, transforms itself into a
left-wing indulgence, then ends with
the two attitudes weirdly superimposed. Along with many other filmmakers of his generation, Milius is
enamoured of The Searchers, the
great John Ford/John Wayne WestNovember, 1984

ern. The Searchers ends famously
with Wayne restoring Natalie Wood
to her family (she was kidnapped by
Indians many years before), then
striding away into the desert, framed
by the doorway of the homestead.
The man of action has no place within the civilized world. He can help
preserve it but cannot linger within
it. Milius-who named his son Ethan
after Wayne's character in The
Searchers-wants to communicate the
same message.
How drastically has he changed
the emphasis, though! He does not
choose to glorify individual will.
Neither can he depict-as Ford did
in other movies-the submission of
a strong loner to communal values.
There will be no silent striding
away-just a regression to infantile
desire. Far from having assumed the
father's role, our guerillas are still
asking for him. Their lack of fitness
for any other end is pathetic rather
than tragic. These kids are not John
Waynes. They are just victims of
John Wayne macho values.
It is hard to know just what Milius
wants us to feel about the final
scenes of Red Dawn. Because he is a
terrible filmmaker and an incompetent thinker, his movie can be
taken any old way we want to take it.
I'm not usually inclined to regard
this kind of openness as a value, but

••
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for once there is reason to make an
exception. We try to keep our ideologies in little, separate compartments.2 Just as well to remember
that myths of warfare, of action, and
of social good can mesh with each
other by a great many means. Such
fantasies are a part of real life so far
as they take possession of people
and compel them to behave in specific ways. Such fantasies, moreover,
are continuous. Understood against
these premises, Red Dawn becomes
a useful object of study-a disastrously bad movie, a wonderfully
inclusive microcosm of those hopes
and fears which make people vote,
~~
fight, or flee in chosen ways.
2

Observe Kenneth Lynn in " Hemingway 's
Private War." Commentary, July 1981 , try·
ing to purify Hemingway of what he regards
as harmful liberal notions about warfare
and its effect on people. "Big Two-Hearted
River" is "a sun-drenched , Cezannesque picture of a predominantly happy fishing trip."
Observe Malcolm Cowley in "Hemingway's
Wound-And Its Consequences for American Literature," Georgia R eview, Summer
1984 , producing an unpublished letter from
Hemingway to prove that Lynn is wrong.
The question remains: why did Lynn get
himself out on this limb to begin with? And
why are these guys fighting this way about
books? If you want to say something about
soldiers and their reactions to war, why not
go to life instead of art? Answer: art has the
fantasies . And if we can prove that said fantasies are of the appropriate political persuasion. then somehow we've won the game.
A strange game.
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Good News,
Bad News
Albert R. T rost
We heard a lot during the presidential campaign about optimism
and being positive about our nation's achievements and values. This
seemed to be easier for everyone
after the summer Olympics. From
where I sit, in the middle of America, in the middle of the middle
class, it has been a good year. Not
only the blessings of good health,
but the financial resources to buy
what we needed, and a peaceful civic
environment did contribute to my
own family's good feelings. More of
the colleagues on the faculty seemed
to buy new cars than is generally the
case. As regards financial resources
and enrollment, it was a fairly good
year for the university as well.
Of course, not everyone in our
country can be so upbeat. The steel
and textile industries are very depressed. There is a lot of bad news
in the steel towns of western Pennsylvania and in the core of most of
our northern and eastern cities. Even
here, however, the rebounding of
the automobile industry softens the
picture. And despite convincing
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statistical evidence of growing poverty and unemployment among urban minorities, the recent summer
was among the most peaceful in
memory in the poor neighborhoods
in the city. Either the prosperity of
the rest of us really did "trickle
down" as claimed by President Reagan, or the poor and the unemployed
still have faith in the basic goodness
and responsiveness of our political
institutions, the rest of their fellow
Americans, and God.
It has been a wretched year in
Lebanon, Cambodia, Afghanistan,
and Uganda, but what else is new?
The terrible violence and poverty
and ineffective government that are
endemic in these places can be found
in other, less known third-world
locales as well.
It has also been a bad year for
some places where things seemed to
be going better only a year or two
ago. Ominously it has been a bad
year for those few countries whose
geographical position, whose history as former colonies, and whose
less-than-developed economies have
placed them in the so-called "Third
World," yet which have miraculously managed to avoid the political instability and military intervention, the authoritarianism, and
the bad human rights record of
most of the rest of the less-developed
nations.
These are the Western-style, liberal democracies of the Third
World. These are nations that still
have genuine competition among
political parties, regular and legal
leadership transitions, obedience
to constitutional rules, and respect
for individual rights. They exert
moral leadership in their respective
regions, and have maintained some
independence of the two major
power blocks. Their economic development may leave something to
be desired, but their political development has been significant.
For three of the nations in this
special category, and there are not

many more, 1984 has been a bad
year. In India, Sri Lanka (formerly
Ceylon), and Costa Rica, there have
been significant retreats in the ar eas
of popular legitimacy, domestic
tranquility, and respect for individual and minority rights. Their loss
is our loss, as is part of the blame.
Almost everyone admits Costa
Rica to be the most democratic society in Latin America. T h is is a title
that is still not really threatened ,
even after the developments of the
last year or so. However, the turmoil in Nicaragua and El Salvador,
neighbors of Costa Rica, has spilled
over into its territory. Some of the
anti-Sandinista forces have th eir
base in Costa Rica, as d id the Sandinistas themselves before taking over
Nicaragua. Bombings, assassinations, and general political violence
associated with Nicaraguan groups
and their local supporters are now
common in the once-serene political
scene in Costa Rica.
Costa Rica, in the rare position of
not having a standing army, is now
under intense pressure from the
United States to accept arms and
military training for the purpose of
defending itself against Nicaragua
and internal subversion. Political
corruption is now a more common
charge in Costa Rica than was once
the case, and the political parties in
that country seem much less tolerant
of one another than before. The
most serious threat to Costa Rica as
a democracy comes from an economic crisis in the guise of high inflation and a substantial external
debt. Though threatened more than
it has been in thirty years by American pressure, external groups and
conflicts, and economic decline, the
basics of liberal democracy still survive in Costa Rica.
The political decay, or decline
from liberal democracy, has been
more apparent and more real in
India and Sri Lanka. During the
past year, both of these nations have
experienced
violent
challenges
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from minont1es and the political
opposition. They have met these
challenges with violent repression,
often calling on their respective
armies. The government repression
has, in its turn, led to terrorism by
the opposition, which is then met by
taking away the civil and individual
rights of the opposition.
Turbulence and political violence
are not entirely new in Sri Lanka.
Nevertheless, the country has seen
power alternate between two major
parties since independence in 1948.
There is some bloodshed during
each election campaign, but each
party seems to respect the other's
right to rule after the election, despite substantial policy differences
between the two. The present spate
of violence is not primarily between
the two major political parties,
which are based in the majority
community in Sri Lanka. The majority is Sinhalese and their religion
is Buddhism. The violence and repression involves the most substantial minority in the island nation,
the Tamils. The Tamils are ethnically related to people in South India
and they follow Hinduism. This
minority is now gradually moving
away from constitutional politics
and towards a terrorist campaign.
The Sinhalese government has
moved to the suspension of many
minority rights and to violent repression. The army may be out of
control in its handling of the Tamils, who comprise 25 per cent of the
population against the 70 per cent
who are Sinhalese. Several hundred
people have died in this violence in
each of the last two years, and 1984
has been worse than 1983.
Political violence is also not new
in India. Major fighting between
Moslem and Hindu attended India's
birth in 1947. Despite the initial violence and some inter-communal
violence and food riots since, India
established a parliamentary democracy with a legitimate opposition.
This opposition has rarely gained
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control of the national government,
reconciling itself to government by
the Congress Party under Nehru
and his daughter, Indira Gandhi.
On its side, the Congress Party, for
most of its forty years in power,
seemed to tolerate an opposition.
What seems unusual about the
violence and disruption in India in
the past year is its persistence and
the wide range of minorities and
opposition groups that has been
involved. The most notable violence
of the past year has been that involving the Sikhs in northwest India.
The capture of holy shrines by Sikh
extremists and the subsequent attack on the extremists by the Indian
army brought unwanted attention
to India. Another recent outbreak
has involved the Telegu minority
in southern India. A year ago, there
were many deaths in northeast India in fighting between the Hindu
population and Moslem refugees
from Bangladesh. In each of these
three cases, Mrs. Gandhi, the Prime
Minister, used the violence as an
excuse to move against the legal opposition. She has suspended state
governments run by opposition parties in the affected regwns, suspended civil rights, and used the

police and the army freely in repressing opponents who themselves
had often chosen violent means of
expression. Well over a thousand
have died in the violence in 1984.
It would be ridiculous to blame
the United States for the threat to
or the actual demise of democracy
in these three different and separate
cases. (It would be equally ridiculous
to blame the Russians or any other
outside power.) The only direct involvement by the United States
would be in Costa Rica, where the
human consequences are much less
evident than in India and Sri Lanka, and where the decay of democracy seems more a possibility than
an actual development. But the very
attitude that focuses on the United
States, its achievements, its prosperity, its economic growth, and even
its Olympic gold medals, contributes indirectly to the troubles of
India, Sri Lanka, Costa Rica, and
many other places. To concentrate
so much on ourselves ignores the
interdependence of the world and
the consequences of our most significant accomplishments for other
nations. What seems like a victory
at home contributes to the opposite
elsewhere.

On Abortion
John Strietelmeier I Legalized Homicide
Richard Stith I Why I Care About Abortion
Cal vin Eichhorst I Moral and Theologies/Issues
In the Abortion Controversy
Donald A . Affeldt I A Response
David Horowitz and Jean Garton I Abortion:
Should the Constitution
Protect the Right to Choose?
All S ix Essays in One Twenty-Four Page Folio
Single Copy, 35C
Ten Copies, 25C Each
Hundred Copies, 2()(; Each
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Our economic growth has been
accomplished this last year to the
tune of tight money, high interest
rates, and a high exchange value
for the U.S. dollar abroad. High
interest rates mean that nations like
Costa Rica, India, and Sri Lanka,
which owe billions of dollars to
Western banks and governments,
must pay more interest. To pay back
their loans means a program of austerity at home. This often means
lower government subsidies for
basic food staples. The food will
then cost the consumer more of his
own money, money which the peasant in India is not likely to possess.
Aggravating this situation will be
the fact that importation of food, a
practice all of these nations must
engage in, will cost more because
the imported food must be paid for
in dollars which have gone up in
value against the local currency. Because we are concentrating on prosperity at home, our public budget
will give higher priority to domestic
spending or defense and there will
be less available for foreign aid,
which could ease the payments,
trade, and budget burdens of the
three surviving democratic nations
in the Third World.
In the three countries themselves,
higher food costs for the poor consumer is one of the more predictable
and direct causes of disorder and
support for extremist and antidemocratic political movements.
The disorder and political violence
is worse in those countries, like Sri
Lanka and India, that have ethnic
and religious minorities. Costa Rica
is more fortunate in this regard. It is
simplest for Indians or Sri Lankans
to blame those in their own country
who are ethnically, religiously, or
racially different for social and economic problems. The chain of interdependence is certainly not any
easier to discern in less developed
nations than it is in our own.
In the United States we should
know more about the consequences
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of our own actions for others. We
have higher levels of education and
a free press that should supply us
with enough information. All we
need is political leadership that
calls us to look beyond our shores.
There may be an occasional need to
sing our own praises, but the greater
danger is that we look too much to
ourselves and our independent accomplishments. It has been a good
year in Valparaiso and in many
other parts of the United States.
Things are looking up. Most of the
rest of the world has not had such a
good year. In Costa Rica, India, and
Sri Lanka, another bad year may
result in the elimination of the very
political institutions that we cherish
in our own country.

••
••

The Cabbage Plan
The snow, the cabbage
Lost in December
Like skulls under
Our sleds, and the question
I wanted to ask
Was why the cabbage
Had been left behind
As if the farmer
Wanted his losses
Counted or he planted
Something inedible
Each sacrificial year.
I have meant,
Occasionally, to read
About rotation
Or parasites
Or the farmer
Become famous, growing
An original crop
Between the rank heads
Because my children
Hate cabbage, because
They applaud his choice,
And taste seals itself
In ice and believes
In its field-hard walls.

Gary Fincke

In Defense

Of Marginality
Charles Vandersee
Dear Editor:
On returning from Indiana, after
the funeral of my father, I found a
message waiting. Would I preach
the sermon on Lay Sunday?
I was surprised, for two reasons.
My father had participated in a lay
service three days before he died,
and no one in Dogwood knew this.
A trifle eerie, I thought, a peculiar
coincidence to ask me at this particular time. But it seemed a chance to
reflect on my father's lifelong role
as active layman, so I decided to
go ahead.
The second reason for surprise
connected with the first. I myself
am not an active layman, though I
do go to church regularly, and frequently. Brought up in a congregation with a pipe organ, and a chorale
prelude before service, I find it difficult to pass through a Sunday without hearing live music and doing
some singing. But I have not served
on committees; I don 't turn up on
the Saturday morning work crew; I
pay not weekly but by quarterly

Charles Vandersee, one of the editors
of the letters of Henry Adams at the
University of Virginia, recently addressed the Association for Documentary Editing on the future of Henry
Adams.
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check; and I seem never to be home
for the annual "every member visitation." Marginal member.
Why was this marginal member
being asked to preach? Never ask, I
reminded myself. They might tell
you- how many other people had
the foresight to be getting married,
going fishing, surveying some land.
Just continue reflecting on the differing temperaments of yourself
and your father: the marginal vs. the
wholehearted, the sprinkled vs. the
immersed (as it were), the nibbler
and savorer vs. "I can't believe I ate
the whole thing."
Dad had the right share of humor.
When I was school age, able to grasp
a thing or two about group behavior,
he would come home from his frequent meetings-church council,
voters' assembly, parochial school
board-and regale us. The congregation of Gosches, Luebckes, Sauermans, Battermans, Gudenschwagers,
Guskes, Meyers, and Meyerses was
unwittingly hilarious when gathered
for deliberation. (We are talking
about all men, please to remember.)
Nothing could be agreed on. Everybody wanted to do things a different
way, and, for an iron minority, to
do anything at all was intolerable.
Compromise was unprincipled,
weariness of the jaw signaled emptiness of spirit, internecine battle was
the order of the evening. Often the
vespers raged well past bedtime; we
had to wait, mother, sister and I, till
next evening for the blow-by-blow.
A better raconteur was Uncle V.,
a piano teacher, whose brilliant ear
inspired him to merciless mimicking. If he stopped over at the house,
the issues were reduced to Kleenex
and the male members of the congregation to quivering ineptitude.
It was great.
The lesson of it all was: Stick to
the margin. Dad didn't; despite his
gift of humor and perspective, he
turned solemn and judgmental
when thinking of the marginals.
His were the timeless archetypal
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questions that have always confounded politics, sedition, love, and
the church.
Why, asked my dad, were people
members if they weren't involved?
How can a person be so hypocritical
as to stay on the rolls but give only a
quarter a week? (Annually the congregational treasurer published the
individual source of every dime.)
Why didn't people turn out for
meetings? Why was it so hard to get
people to teach Sunday school?
Why didn't people support the day
school? Be hot or cold, but not lukewarm. That was even in the Biblewhy didn't people read their Bibles?
The forever plaintive cry of the
committed, the grimly sincere whine
of the zealous. Whether in religion,
cuisine, sports, or the arts. If you
aren't in there all the way, forget it.
Through thick and thin. Travel with
the team. Fresh from the garden or'
not at all. Connoisseurship. Absolute doctrinal purity. Trim the lamp
and sweat for the last piece of silver.
Go for the gold.

The marginal member is
not necessarily illinformed, ignorant,
and irresponsible.
Well, I'm here to make the case
for the marginal-acknowledging,
with a bow to Dad, that the committed do play a noble role in life
and thought. I cringe slightly, since
that sweeping statement seems to
exonerate Paul for his maddening
misreading of the Jewish conception
of law. It seems to exonerate those
theologians and church power
brokers who have channelled aberrant passions into the strait paths of
normative dogma. It seems to honor
vitality and tirelessness over judgment, in all disciplines of thought.
But OK- let's hear it for energy. If
it's loud, it's God.
In my still, small defense of the

marginal, I would make three points
-perhaps not exactly the received
wisdom on the subject.
l. The marginal member of an
institution or a cause is not, despite
his limited enthusiasm and labor,
necessarily a hypocrite.
2. The marginal member is not,
despite his aloofness from policy
and deliberation, necessarily without influence.
3. The marginal member is not
necessarily ill-informed, ignorant,
and irresponsible.
The marginal member, to sum up,
does not deserve all the blame he
gets.
On the matter of hypocrisy, there
is the mistaken criterion of visible
zeal. Either you pulsate with enthusiasm, or "you don't really believe
what you say you do." We are led to
that dichotomy by the passage alluded to earlier, the vision in Revelation 3:15-16 condemning the
church at Laodicea: "I know all
about you: how you are neither cold
nor hot. I wish you were one or the
other, but since you are neither, but
only lukewarm, I will spit you out
of my mouth."
It does appear to me that when an
entire group- be it a business firm,
an alliance advancing a good cause,
a religious congregation- dwindles
in conviction and energy, there is
trouble. That makes sense. That
may be the case at Laodicea. But I
am not sure that the condemnation
addresses individuals.
Surely, though, in the parable of
the wedding feast Jesus is condemning specific individuals. Those who
are too busy in the fields or the marriage bed seem to be charged with
hypocrisy or insincerity. You must
defer your personal interests in
favor of the obligations of friendship; you must get to that wedding.
And of course the wedding is the
Kingdom; your wholehearted presence, your "witness," is the visible
sign of your commitment; everything else in this life· is secondary.
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It may be that the problem here is
the metaphor of place. If we are seen
in a place, if we are heard to deliberate, if we are observed as participating, then we are credited with
the proper zeal. Decibels and beads
of sweat the angels and the church
council can count. Although we confess that sound and fury may signify
nothing, we don't really believe that.
Instead, we explain that a certain
amount of wasted effort is normal
for a lively organization. Trial and
error, motions and debate, a long
winnowing process. Charity would
understand that not every one of us
likes to spend time this way, but zeal
argues that we must.
So the marginal member takes h is
stand on temperament-those ordinary human likes and dislikes which
are this side of pathological. But
isn't that just an expression, that
elusive word "temperament"? I
think not, really. It was a mystifying
quirk of my father-his temperament-to believe that any human
being could summon the same zeal
that he had. He also believed, at
work, that each of the men under
him could catch on as quickly as he
did to new tasks, new operations.
Empirical evidence, constant experience, argued against his belief, but
he clung to it. He conflated temperament and will; he assumed that people willfully scorned responsibility.
They deliberately indulged their
minds in wandering. Or (though he
never said so), he may have felt, with
the more zealous of theologians, that
people at times were in the grip of
the Devil.
Paul, for example, in working out
an explanation for failure of zeal, for
heretical thinking, finds Original
Sin, the "old Adam," the cause.
While no theologian myself, I sometimes muse over this conclusion. I
cannot see why the Devil is to be
blamed for infusing in certain of us
a bit of perversity, when we might
instead credit God for enlivening
creation with diversity. A congrega-
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tion of zealots would be a terrifying
prospect; divine wisdom has taken
care of this by creating some of us
marginal.

The committed will stick
with the church through
thick and thin, but the
marginals can't be
expected to outlast thin .
Which brings us to the secon d
point. Not only should the zealots
not blame the marginals, they should
recognize that we are necessary. It is
the marginal members of an organization for whom decisions are made.
The committed minority will stick
to the organization through thick
and thin, but the marginal members
can't be counted on to outlast thin.
T he marginal members, important
because they are numerous, therefore exert a perhaps lamentable conservative influence on the committed
members. Marginal members approve things as they are, the status
quo. If they did not, they would
gradually drift away and wanly attach themselves to other institutions
more harmonious to their respective
temperaments. Marginal members
may therefore restrain zealots from
being captive to their zeal.
The marginal member might have
said to seventeenth-century zealots,
for example: "Please let the stained
glass remain; it suits our temperament." "Please do not tear out the
pipe organ quite yet; some of us
have a peculiar, inexplicable response to the sou nds it makes, and
we have no other word than 'temperament' to use for that within us
which unites with the music to form
a spiritual exaltation."
The marginal member is evidently a heretic, in stand ing up (or rather
sitting comfortably) for balance,
peace, toleration, reflection, diversity-secular humanist values, I sup-

pose one could say. The marginal
member, because of his temperament and his admiring a God whose
creation affirms such values, will
not engage often in debates over
doctrine. The one point he will insist on- though he will not insist
that he be heard or that he prevailis that temperament is of God and
not of the Devil. He shares with the
dogmatist a recognition of evil in
the world, but he insists that our
average temperaments are not to be
blamed for evil. In fact, temperament is to be understood in the
Pauline sense of gifts; some of us
are teachers, some preachers, some
zealots, some restrainers. The heresy
begins to dissolve.
For the third defense of the marginal member, I would bring up the
matter of good stewardship. The
marginal member may have other
worthy things to do; laborare est
orare. In his calling the work of the
church may be going on. My own
work is teaching and counseling,
teaching about the ways language is
used and counseling young people
at the university in decision making.
If in the process I become a source
of comfort and knowledge, whether
to students inside or outside a formal
religious tradition, perhaps I can be
spared some of the church suppers,
property meetings, and mission festivals. I don't quarrel with those
whose temperaments lead them in
those directions; indeed, I'm especially tolerant of zealotry in the
kitchen.
Well, but isn't this an unrealistic
picture of the marginal member?
Isn't a more accurate paradigm the
man who sits in front of the TV instead of going to a meeting? The
Sunday morning golfer, as familiar
to us as the tiresome sheep and shepherds of the Gospels.
Yes, truly. Admittedly. (The tolerant temperament here.) But so
what? As teacher I righteously complain about the students in a discussion class who sit silent. But I was
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one of them myself, all through
school. I do try to draw people out,
because they need to "express themselves," and often they have good
things to say. But I stop blaming
them, as if the Old Adam has them ,
or as if they're deliberately trying to
provoke me by inscrutable silence.
They are sometimes solving a problem for another class, sometimes
sorting through a crisis in their
lives, sometimes simply woolgathering if I'm not sufficiently zealousand sometimes resisting my zeal
because their own temperament
doesn't allow for similar zeal on this
particular subject or text.
As I wrote a few months ago, I
don't believe that every human
being is created to relish good poetry. Dad and I liked and loved each
other, but we were quite different
in our responses to certain stimuli in
the realm of religion . And in some
other realms. I don't think, in adult
life, he ever read a novel. And no
poetry except the poems set to music
and printed in hymnals. These he
did love, though perhaps uncritically, as he loved to sing, though tone
deaf.

tionary , for Sunday morning readings in church, I am learning more
from the Hebrew Scriptures (the
Old Testament) than from the tediously familiar Gospel readings or
from the logic of Paul in the Epistles,
which is so peculiar to non-rabbinical ears and a phlegmatic tempera-

ment.
In religion, I am neither fire nor
ice; it seems to come to that. I am
earth, dust-the margin between
magma and troposphere. But still,
like my father, a child of God.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.

c:

Spring Snow on long Island

When my brother called
from Centerville
(ten minutes from Long Island Sound)
he skipped telephone amenities.
"We have mourning doves
nesting in the backyard maple tree."
"You had them before. Last summer?"
"We did. But this is March.
We're in a snow storm. I can't
believe it. The female warms
the flimsy nest. Snow comes down
like powdery cement.
I had to go to her. But
when I neared the tree, she flew up.
I saw-level with my eyes-two white eggs.

My temperament disposes
me toward comfort; I was
born saved, one of
the ninety and nine.
In the sermon I preached, I alluded to the differences between
Dad and myself. The consolation of
the Gospel and the challenge of the
Great Commission were always for
him the heart of religion, while for
me the mysteriousness of God tends
to be more appealing than comfort.
My temperament already disposes
me toward metaphysical comfort; I
was born saved, one of the ninety
and nine. I need to be stimulated by
examining texts that provide incongruity and the inexplicabilities of
Yahweh. In the new three-year leeNovember, 1984

I backed into the house.
The mourning dove dropped to her nest.
Almost immediately, snow cloaked her.
She sat, unmoving. Snow outlined
everything except that love song
coo coo I heard the male
singing weeks before.
I can't believe it."
My brother stopped.
Wires sang silence.
I thought of Thomas, finger ready
to feel wet blood in Jesus' wound,
watching his dry finger in God's breath.

Sister Maura
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The Return of
Simon Legree?
James Combs
August is the cruellest month,
breeding reruns out of the dead TV
wasteland. Why in such a langorous
season anyone would spend time indoors watching Family Feud, Wheel
of Fortune, or, for that matter, the
Republican National Convention, is
beyond me. (But then, I am sitting
indoors on such a day writing this
column.) But on one locust-chorused
evening, I did have occasion to see a
rerun of a Scarecrow and Mrs. King
episode that set me to thinking. The
show seemed to interweave themes
that said something about the ethos
of the age, and in particular about
the return to centrality in the American consciousness of that ancient
nemesis, the Russians.
Scarecrow and Mrs. King is based on
one of those startingly improbable
TV premises that carries the willing
suspension of disbelief to its limits.
Amanda King (Kate Jackson) is a suburban D.C. housewife in training
with the Central Intelligence Agency, taking courses and reading manuals for purposes that are pretty unclear, but never mind. Amanda is
pretty, pert, ingenuous, and apparently widowed with children (single

James Combs teaches political science
at Valparaiso University and writes regularly on Television for The Cresset.
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parents on TV are almost always
widowed-even though more than
half of American marriages end in
divorce, it still carries an onus on
TV). She has a feisty mother and lots
of suitors; she can cook; and she is
in love with her CIA cohort, Lee.
She has no noticeable feminist values, and triumphs in situations by
"feminine intuition" or somesuch
rather than intellectual or physical
skills.
Secret agent Lee is blond, large,
handsome, and a little stupid; he cannot of course see that Amanda is crazy
about him, and is always getting diverted by other women, foreign
agents, and his superiors at "The
Agency." (Incidentally, his male
superior at CIA is a middle-aged
black man of responsibility and judgment, another of those bogus TV
black authority figures- usually
middle-level- that reassure us that
good blacks have been "integrated"
into even the most sensitive areas of
American corporate or governmental life.)
Our show this evening involves the
escape from the Soviet Union, and
rescue at the docks in a vodka crate,
of one Angelo Spinelli, a world-renowned ESP expert. Spinelli, it
seems, prides himself on being "nonpolitical," anoth er of those naive
scientists who believes that science
transcends political barriers. The
Russians are deeply interested in
ESP, and he had believed he could
cooperate with them on research.
But, he has discovered, they have betrayed him because they want to use
his research for "military purposes,"
something the Americans, of course,
would never do.
So with the help of the CIA, he
escaped from the dreaded Lubyanka
prison (how the Russians could so
have treated an Italian citizen is not
made clear). Later it is wondered how
he could "survive that hell," living
on "stale cabbage soup"; no one ponders how you can live in a crate in a
freighter hold across the Atlantic. In
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any case, the CIA does not want to use
his talents for "military purposes,"
only the benevolent purpose of giving him a new identity so the KGB
can't recapture him and use his ESP
research to win the Cold War.
Amanda is in the process of teaching him how to use credit cards when
his wife Eva, thought dead by the
hand of the KGB in that dark prison,
shows up, allegedly helped to escape
by a good Russian guard. Lee, it turns
out, had been earlier in love with Eva
in Milan; Amanda is jealous and
smells a rat. Eva can't love Angelo,
she senses; there's no "magic" in her
eyes. Amanda's feminine intuition
goes even further: how did Eva escape from Lubyanka with lipstick
and bathoil beads?

Is the American mind
once again preoccupied
with that ancient
nemesis, the U.S.S.R.?
Meanwhile, in a sleazy motel room
in another part of town, two hoodlumish men sit watching dinosaurs
kill each other on TV (deep symbolism there, no doubt) . In walks their
boss, a dour, stolid, sexless woman in
brown boots. We are sure at once that
this is the KGB team sent to recapture
Angelo. They are cold, humorless,
all business; the leader of the dinosaur team reminds them to "terminate" anyone in their way ("Restraint
is not their strong suit," Angelo is
reminded of the KGB). So Soviet
women are equal to men in their
dreary androgyny, drabness, and
cruelty; compared to the exotic and
European Eva and the perky and
preppy American Amanda, one
might conclude that Soviet society
has eliminated not only class but sex
(must be the diet of stale cabbage
soup).
The KGB agents, machine guns
and all, attack a suburban home, but
Angelo escapes. They finally chase
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him to a junkyard, with guns out in
broad daylight: they try to crush
Amanda and him in a metal compressor. Lee intervenes in the nick
of time, by direct physical action and
not stealth, knocking out but refusing
to kill the Russian agents (he has
compunctions they lack).
Later we learn that Eva was a Soviet
agent all along, and that she married
Angelo to wed him to Russia and not
to her ("It was an assignment"). But
she had truly fallen in love with Lee,
and he with her; nonetheless, she is
willing in the end to shoot him in the
back. ("Why?" "Politics," she replies,
without any recitation of her commitment to Communism in general or
even Soviet interests-she could just
about as easily have been committed
to antivivisectionism.) Angelo and
Amanda are rescued, Lee gets over
his crush on the traitorous Eva, the
KGBers are led away, and the Republic is saved. Most importantly,
soap is sold.
Any casual viewer of popular culture has seen variations on the above
plot a zillion times. If such popular
fare is interesting at all, it is in its
ability to take old plot lines and roles
and give them renewed interest.
Quincy, for example, was successful
because it took the action detective
genre and applied it to the work of a
coroner. The popular formulas you
see on Remington Steele, The A-Team,
and St. Elsewhere have whiskers, but
changes in content keep audiences
watching. The persistence of formulas begets the question, why does our
culture persistently like to watch a
particular type of story? What does
the re-emergence of old themes tell
us about the oceanic tides of national
mood? If our popular stories are in
any sense indicative of who we are
and what we think now, then what
does the episode we have just reviewed tell us?
Taken alone, not much. There is
no point in reading deep meaning
into a piece of formula fare. But seen
in conjunction with broader political
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and cultural trends, the targeting of
the Russians as villains in the episode
may have something to tell us.

The reaffirmation of
cultural Self is enhanced
when it can be matched
against an evil Other.
Now from the point of view of Americans, Russians have always made
good villains. There were popular
books published in the nineteenth
century that helped give imaginative shape to the Western picture of
Russia-a place remote, mysterious,
cruel, ruled by the knout, enslaved,
with people moved by either religious ecstasy or political fanaticism.
This imagery survived the advent of
the Soviet Union, and appears early
on in our popular culture: D. W.
Griffith's movie Orphans of the Storm
is set in the French terror of 1793 but
is a warning against the modern terror of Russian Bolshevism. Since
then, in pulp books, radio, TV, and
movies, the Russians have appeared
again and again as villains, though
views of them have varied according
to the political climate of the times.
They could only be satirized in the
Thirties (Ninotchka) and the Sixties
(The Russians are Coming, the Russians are Coming and Dr. Strangelove)
and briefly made into heroes in the
Forties (Mission to Moscow, North
Star), but with the Fifties and their
rise to world power popular culture
began to explore the full flowering
of their villainy.
Detente, cooperation in space, and
the SALT treaties put a crimp into
such depictions, but with the revival
of the Cold War Russian villains are
back. History may well record that
the greatest political achievement of
the Reagan Administration has been
to recast the Russians as the force of
evil in the world, as the Other whose
culpability for world problems is
virtually complete, and who thus

justify patriotic and religious fervor
in defense of the Peaceable Kingdom
under siege by the barbarians.
Such an astonishing development,
so quickly reflected in popular culture, suggests that a good deal of
latent hostility towards the Russians
may have existed all along, awaiting
the right conditions for political mobilization, and then of course, popular depiction. For one doesn't have
to be an ardent student of popular
culture to see the extent the dramatization of Russian villainy is taking.
At this writing, the movie Red Dawn
is the No . 1 box office draw. TV
shows, such as the aforementioned
Scarecrow and Mrs. King, regularly use
Soviet villains. Fans of General Hospital know all about the derring-do
of the nefarious DBX, who replace a
local doctor with a double who spies
on a local scientist working on something the Russians (although unnamed) want to steal. The fall schedule features the TV special Topeka,
Kansas, . .. USSR, about life in Topeka
under Soviet rule in 1994. The successful special from last spring, V,
a displaced invasion fantasy, will
give you a clue as to how many Russian spy and war tales abound . And
along with that is patriotic fare, such
as ABC's highly-rated Call to Glory.
Freudians might want to attribute
this remarkable symbiosis of politics
and popular culture to the "return of
repression," the triumph of the cultural superego over expressive enemies, foreign and domestic. Marxists might see it as the reassertion of
imperial capitalism in its latter-day
neo-fascist form. But you don't have
to reach into such intellectual dustbins to explain the recurrent power
of nationalism, still probably th e
most important political force in the
world. Perhaps such a development
is no more complicated than the fact
that people like to feel good about
themselves, and it helps them to do
so if they can feel bad about somebody else. The reaffirmation of cultural Self is enhanced when positive-
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ly contrasted with an evil Other.
Never mind that there probably is
a lot of projection going on in such
black-and-white thinking, i.e., that
we attribute to Them the qualities
that we most fear that We are becoming. So if the Russians are bureaucratic, imperialistic, coldblooded, and suspicious, that must be contrasted in popular culture (and politics) by representative Americans
who are not all those things, since
that reassures us of the purity of our
motives and the superiority of our
culture. Such nationalist self-assertion is powerful stuff, and we
shouldn't expect politicians or popular communicators to miss the opportunity to capitalize on it.
In the present atmosphere, we can
expect a lot more such fare. (Rocky's
next opponent is alleged to be a Russian boxer.) Politicians obviously
welcome popular dramas that support their own prejudices, many of
which they may have learned or had
reinforced by popular culture. So
too do the consumers of mass culture.
But such stereotyped views may not
contribute much to the sophistication of our image ofthe Soviet Union.
Is it treasonous to argue that our
knowledge of the Russians is much
distorted by such popular characterizations, and that it may be the
case- independent of political and
popular depictions-that we might
not be as good, nor they as bad, as we
would like to think? Do we need popular culture (and politics) to reassure
us of who the noble heroes and savage villains of the story are to overcome deep and troubling feelings of
self-doubt? Do we transform the Russians into idealized enemies because
they are so unlike us, or so like us?
Do they do the same?
Suffice it to say here that we do not
really know precisely how this process of self- and alter-casting works
in politics, but we can see dim reflections of it in the exploitative and
sensitive world of television. Scarecrow and Mrs. King and the glut of
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similar pop dramas we witness in the
present may not contribute to the rationality of foreign policy. (Though
whoever said American-not to
mention Soviet- foreign policy was
rational anyway?) But on "our side"
at least, it does seem clear that popular culture is a factor in policymaking, since policy in the long run depends on public opinion. What we
see nowadays is proof positive that
popular television produces little
that is thoughtful, and that it reduces
the complex Soviet-American relationship to the comic book level of
"Good Man-Bad Man."
In this case at least, TV hasn't made
us smarter, and it may have made us
dumber. TV may fulfill psychic

needs for dramatic resolution , but
it may also in subtle ways make it all
the more difficult to bring about
political resolutions that involve
anything less than dramatically satisfying victories. A tie, after all, is
like kissing your sister. But anything
more than a tie here may make questions of good and bad irrelevant.
The story goes that Abraham Lincoln, meeting Harriet Beecher Stowe,
the author of Uncle Tom 's Cabin for
the first time, said to her, "So you're
the little lady who started the big
war." Amanda King may not be Little
Eva, nor Angelo Spinelli Uncle Tom,
but to what extent are KGB agents
and other Russian TV characters
Simon Legree?
••

••

Bracing Ourselves
Last week my son shattered his arm ,
Bracing his fall, astonished by
The bone's betrayal, and I thought,
My wrist already splinted, how
We would look like car-crash victims,
Lucky to walk away from something
That could ruin both of us at once.
Strangers watch us that way, seeing
The romance of wounds, nothing like
Tumbling down stairs, smacking a wall
In anger. Already we are
Left-handed, changing our approach
To things. Later, I say to him,
We will be stronger for this, though
I do not mention my uncles
In the mill, their nights softened by beer.
It is the day after a freak
March storm. We drive through slush and count
Lost cars. How we total damage.
I explain the way we continue
When the wheels stop, and he is silent
With his imagination of speed.

Gary Fincke
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Musings on Music
Dot Nuechterlein
A music critic I'm not; but, as the
saying goes, I know what I likeand musically speaking, that's nearly
everything.
As a small child I heard nothing,
so far as I can remember, but church
music and the classics. It therefore
follows that during my pre-teen and
high school years I tried very hard
not to listen to anything that didn't
have a spot on the Hit Parade. There
were some unavoidable exceptions,
of course: while singing in the church
choir and the glee club, anchoring an
SSA trio that specialized in '30s songs,
or commuting from my rural home
to the nearby town's senior high with
a teacher who favored country and
western.
It was the college Chapel Choir
that led me to forgive my parents for
their early indoctrination and turned
me into a lifelong devotee of Bach
and Handel ; joining a theatre group
resulted in an eternal affection for
Broadway show tunes ; and singing in
piano bars brought a fascination with
jazz and blues. Opera is not at the
top of my list, but there was a night
in Rome when I preferred Pagliacci
to the bistro-hopping of my travel
companions. One might say, then,
that the tastes are decidedly eclectic
-at least the push-buttons on my
car's radio would testify to that.
Several years ago, in an attempt
to better understand the world my
students inhabit, I began to pay some
serious attention to the pop/ rock
genre. For some time I had been
turned off by the inane disc jockeys,
the phony-profound lyrics, the endlessly recurring four guitar chords,
and the intolerable decible level that
seemed to characterize most of the
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stuff produced during the postBeatle period. Besides which, many
of the groups had ridiculous, offputting names, such as that all-time
masterpiece, "Sour Stomach and
Louise."
However, many of the young people whose attitudes and opinions I
have found to be quite decent on
other matters spend a good deal of
time-not to mention ready cashon this part of our culture, and I
thought that bore some looking into.
Before long I discovered some treasures among the trash, and by now I
can converse occasionally with even
my children about the latest performers.

Even pop mindlessness
can leave impressions
on impressionable minds.
It was thus nearly inevitable, I suppose, that when Music Television
came along I found myself more or
less committed to watching it on a
rather regular basis. It is playing in
our rec room practically non-stop,
what with there being three teenagetype persons who share that space.
But besides that, the rec room is
where I run around on hot and cold
and rainy days (that is, most of the
time in Valparainsnow, Wipdiana).
As a slow runner it takes me a long
time to reach my daily exercise quotient, and after as much of the morning's grim realities as I can take on
the early news shows, there isn't
much else to do but turn on MTV.
If you live in a part of the country
that has not been cable-ized, or if for
other reasons you do not watch this
phenomenon, let me tell you it is a
different sort of experience. Traditionally we have thought of the melody and lyrics as conveying the emotion and message and meaning of a
song. With MTV, though, we must
also become accustomed to deciphering the significance of the images
presented. Sometimes, but not nearly

always, what you see is the same as
what you get when you merely hear
the soundtrack.
There are, after all , a limited number of ideas relevant to popular
music, and most of them center on
the highs and lows of romantic love.
Even the young would probably get
bored with constant repetitions of
the sort of portrayals of those feelings that could get past a TV censor.
Instead, the producers intersperse
such true-to-the-words minidramas
with others that explore fantasy,
science fiction, horror, and visual
craziness. Some are beautiful to behold and some are awful , and there
c.a n be little doubt that any day now
social scientists and psychologists
will begin examining the subconscious impact of these bombardments
on the mind.
My own particular concern has to
do with the image of women that
comes across when one watches a lot
of video music. At present few females star on the tube (just as there
are few blacks, Orientals, Hispanics,
and other minorities representedalthough Brits abound), and from all
appearances not many women are
involved in the creation of videos.
To be sure there are plenty of lovelies appearing on the screen, but
most of them are objects of dreams
or nightmares. They are not real
people- they rarely smile- their
features are usually perfect, plastic.
They are either gorgeous or grotesque, in contrast to the males who
are generally found to be ordinary
or funny-looking , but certainly
human.
Especially do I object to the unidimensionality of womanhood that
is shown. We see how she looks to a
guy and how she fits into his world,
but that's about it.
Am I being silly to worry about
the "message" of what is surely intended as simple entertainment?
Well, I don't know, but even mindlessness can leave its impressions on
the mind.
Cl
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For Good Reading
In a Glad New Year
In TimeFor Christmas
The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony ... It moves down
the centuries above, beneath, and in
the earth from Christmas to Christmas to Christmas . . . In it alone is
hope before death and after death .. .
Their song lives to the 2,000th Christmas, to the 3,000th, and at length to
the last Christmas the world will
see ... And on that final Christmas,
as on the first , the angels will know,
as we must know now, that the heart
which began to bt!at in Bethlehem
still beats in the world and for the
world ... And for us .. .
0. P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim
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